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QUESTION OF PALESTINE

~rr. BALETA (Albwlia) (interpretation from French): The Government

of Albania is pleased to see you, ~~. President, presiding over our deliberations

on this extremely important question of Palestine. He are convinced that your

enlightened leadership will once again be of great assistance to the General

Assembly in the performance of its duty and Hill contribute to the successful

culmination of this session of the General Asser,bly in the history of the

activities of the United Nations.

The PRESIDENT: Before calling on the first speaker for this

afternoon, I should like to make one technical point of clarification.

Among a number of decisions previously adopted by the General Assembly

with regard to the conduct of its work, it was agreed at the thirty-fourth

session that:

I'Delegations should exercise their right of reply at the end of

the day) ,.,henever t"10 meetings have been scheduled for that day and

'vhenever such meetings are devoted to the consideration of the same

item. I; (General Assembly Decision 34/401)

Of course i·,iembers are m·rare that ,.,hen different items are considered

during t,vo different meetings on the same day, dele~ations may exercise

their right of reply at the end of the morning's meeting on items that have

been concluded during that morning's session.

That 'TaS not the case today and I therefore ,·rish the record. to shOlT that

o1-Tin~ to an oversip;ht on my part the Observer of the Palestine Liberation

Organization was called on this morning before the adjourn.l1lent of the meeting.

He should in fact have made his statement in reply at the end of this

afternoon's ;nceting instead.
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AGENDA ITm~ 5 (continued)

The meeting was called to order at 4 P.~.
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~le Government of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, in the

spirit of its well-kno'ivn policy of principle of solidarity with peoples

;truggling for their freedom and national independence, welcomes and fully

supports the initiative taken on 1 July by the Committee on the E.xercise of

the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People to request the convening of

an elnere;ency special session of the General Assembly to examine the question

of Palestine.

That question is, of course, neither new nor unfamiliar to the United

Nations. HmTever , its examination at thi s time as a matter of urGency is of

great importance because the problem is one of the most crucial issues in the

world today and has for decades aroused the 20st serious concern of the people

of Palestine, the Arab peoples and all peoples that love peace, freedom anQ

justice. Those peoples have consistently demanded t:lat the Palestinian people,

so sorely tried, brutally driven and uprooted from their homeland, its

national rights restored to it and that the question of Palestine be resolved in

accordance with the legitimate interests of the Palestinian people and with

the interests of peace and stability in the lIiddle East and in the world.

But it is becoming ever more clear that the Israeli Zionists, merciless

executioners of the Palestinian people and bloody tool of American imperialism,

have not the slightest intention of givine; up their policy of war, aggression

and annexation in the Middle East. They continue, with unequalled cynicism

and arrogance, to turn a deaf ear to the voices of protest, justice and reason

"Thich are raised throughout the world against their aggressive policy.

In these circumstances and in view of the unsettled situation and the

many dangers that the imperialist super-PovTers have again quite recently

created in the Hiddle East, sU]1port for and solid.arity lTith the cause of

the Palestinian people takes on a very s:r,ecial si,anificance. The conveninp::

of this emergency special session is thus an important, just and timely event.

It accords with the legitimate concerns of the Palestinian people) the Arab

peoples and other peoples that love peace and freedom. The people of

Palestine have every riGht to expect continued efforts on the part of

democratic and progressive countries to support it in its stru~gle for noble

objectives, 8,imed at puttinG an end to an intolerable and all too lonr;·"lived

situation.
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Like every other people and nation on earth, the Palestinian people have

the right to live in freedom and indepenclence~ to the return of their land and

homes tD.I~en from them by force of arms? to determine their future and settle their

affairs in their country, in full sovereignty, according to their O,ul wishes

and free will. A just and prowpt solution of the question of Palestine is an

urGent necessity because it is also the essential anQ in~ispensable precondition

for the settlement of the probler.l of the [·iiddle East; it \'Tould thus make a

major contribution to"ords the elimination of a hotbed of permanent conflict

and a constant threat to global peace and security.

After many years of heroic struggle and enormous sacrifices in particularly

difficult and complicated conditions, the people of Palestine find themselves

once again compelled to continue their strugGle, to spill their blood and to yield

new martyrs to survive as a nation, in order to l?reserve their national identity

and to reGain their sovereignty and territoriaJ ·ntegrity. Th~t is so

because they are still exposed to armed attack:: .i cl atrocities committed daily

by the Israeli Zionists and to conspiracies Pf ~tMated by Zionists~ iMperialists

and Arab reactionaries.

This year the Israeli Zionists have stepped up still further their

aggressive schemes against the Palestinian people. In particular, they have

multiplied their crimes, massacres, assassinations and their acts of systematic

and massive extermination of Palestinians in the occupied territories. Ample

and indisputable proof has been furnished on several occesions this year~ here

at the United iiations~ which shed full lic;ht on the criminal practices and

methods of the Israeli Zionists in the occupied Palestinian territory aimed at

changing the environ~ent, the original character of historic and cultural sites

or demolishing Palestinian cities and villages to set up in their place

Zionist colonial settlements, as an ef~ective means of annexation. Israel~

on the other haud, has increased its armed. incursions in Lebanon and diversified

its provocations against other Arab States.

But the Israeli Zionists are greatly mistaken in their calculations, as have

been many other aggressors and conquerors through history. They ~lill not succeed
in stiflinG the struggle for national liberation of the Palestinian people,
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which is determined to defend its legitimate ri~hts at any cost. By its

determination and its armed struggle~ the Palestinian people has provided

another example to confirm that valuable lesson of history which teaches us

that the struggle of peoples for freedom and independence is irresistible.
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It is nlrendy' a. "i,ell-known and generally accepted fact tha't the Israeli

Zionists would have been incapable of continuing so arroGantly and for

so lonG their aggression and military occupation in the Middle East "ilithout

the enormous economic, military and poli'tical. assistance provided by American

ir,lperiulism. It is that assistance, which floods into Israel to sunnbr

its l'.lons'trous UDr machine and its annexationis't plans, that has made the

.l\r.lcrican imperialists the patrons and protectors of Israel.

The United States of America is the instigator of and an accomplice in the
Zionist crimes agains't the Palestinian people. 'And if from time to time

the United Sta'tes hypocri'tically pretends to dissociate itself from the

policy of the Israeli Zionists, it is solely 'to try to hood"i"ink the Arab

peoples and better to serve Israel's policy and ambitions.

The Israeli Zionists also profit enormously from the hegemonistic

policy and anti-Arab manoeuvres of 'the Sovie't socio-imperialis'ts in the

iIiddle East. Just like the United States, and for the same ends, the

Sovi~t Union is acting contrary to 'the interests of the Arab peoples by

pretendinG to be their friend and sole protection agains't American imperialism.

The Chinese socio-imperialia'ts, for 'their part, alGo claim to be the friends

of the Palestinian and Arab peoples, but in reality their sympathy and

support GO to Israel, since sooio-imperialistic China is doinp. its utmost,

and uith excessive zeal, to support the policy of JI.merican imperialism in

the i.fiddle East. .

This emerGency special session is the second of its kind wi'thin 'the

space of only no fe"i" months. .At the beginning of 'the year, the Genero.l. Assembly

met in emergency session to consider another extremely serious situation

which had been created in the Middle East follo"illng the barbarous ag~ression

on the p.:u-t of the Sovie't socio-imperialis'ts against AfGhanistan. .

This session is beinG held ~t a 'time when the situation in the ~uddlc

East and 'the Persian Gulf area is fraught ,nth danger and is hiGhly explosive.

The American imperialists, despite pitiful failures and resounding fiascos in

Iran, are stubbornly pursuing their policy of aGGression and provocation against

the Iranian people and its revolution. For several months nOlT, the uar of
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nacression launched by the Soviet socio-imperialists has been rasit16 in

Afr,hanistan, Where the occupation armies are tryinc in vain to crush by sword

and fire the resistance of a tiny people which, with very rudimentary means

but uith great courage, is fi~hting for its dianity, honour and freedOm.

Of' course, the Israeli Zionists are only too encouraged by such dancerous

0. nu ~:omplicated situations which the imperialist super-Powers have created for

the peoples of the Midclle East.

The bellicose activities of the imperialistic suJ?Or··Po',rers are accOnlT.lanied by

an extremely intense demagogic campaicn of deceit, aimed primarily at paralysinp.:

the "rill of fighting peoples, preventing the a'mlteninc of Moslem peoples, sowin~

division and discord among the Arab and 1I1oslem peoples and at preventing the

formation of n solid and unified current of those peoples in support of the

strucgle of the Palestinian people, the Afghan people and the Iranian revolution.

Each of the two super-Powers wishes to benefit to the maximum possible

extent from the difficulties in which the other finds itself. The United States

poses as the defender of the Afghan people to divert peoples' attention from
its egBressive designs and conspiracies Q./1;ainst the Palestinian 'People or

the Iranian people. 'The Soviet socio-imperialists are intensifyinc their
demap,oguery with respect to the ri~hts of the :Palestinian people in the ho,e

of maldng Arab peoples forget - at least temporarily - the ~oviet aggression

in Afahanistan. 'But the two super-Powers have very little chance of succeeding

in those manoeuvres. 'Events have torn off the Masks of the su!>er-Powers and their

deme~on;ic ftame impresses no one exce:ot those '\TOO may "dsh to delude theMselves far

some s~ecial reason.

It ~oes "rithout s~ing that solidarity ,dth the struggle of the Palestinian

people cannot be separated from solidarity with the liberation stru~p:le of the

Afahan people, and vice versa. Attem!lts to 'T;lrovokc differences of opinion

and discord amon~ progressive peoples .and countries - those in the I'liddle East,

in particular - can only benefit the imperialist super-Powers.
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It is our deep conviction that the victory of the Palestinian people is
inevitable and that the question of Palestine "ill find a just solution thanks to
the struggle of the Palestinian people.

Any attempt to find alleaed solutions to the question of Palestine, such

e..s those advocated in the Camp David accords, without taking into consideration
the inalienable and indivisible national rights of the Palestinian people -
or any attempt to impose on that !leople decisions taken "ithout its
e:cpressed will - is doomed to failure. The Camp David accords hnve turned
out to be an enormous conspiracy hatched by American imperialists, Israeli
Zionists and Arab reactionaries acainst the interests of the Arab peoples 
and, Jilore especially, aaninst the national riahts and the cause of the
Palestinian people. .

The course of events durin~ the period follollinc the conclusion of the

Croup David accords and the sianature of the separate treaty bet"een Israel
and EBYPt has been utilized to consolidate the aggressive and annexationist
110licy of the Tel-Aviv Zionists and to extend the American presence in the

I.riddle East. 'The United States of America has tried to fill the vacuum

left by the collapse of one of its main pillars, the Shah's r613me in Iran.

'!'he Palestinian people quite correctly and properly rejected and denounced

the neaotiations on so-called administrative autonomy for the Palestinian
territories under Israeli occupation - a demagosic farce aimed at eliminating

the question of Palestine. 'These plots, as 'rell as preceding ones, SUch as
the still-born Geneva. Conference on the Middle East or the Joint AI!lcrican-8oviet

Dcclarntion of 1 October 1977, stem in part from Security Council
resolution 242 (1967), "'hich was adopted under pressure by the imperialist
super-Pol'lers. They constitute an impardonable injustice to the peonle
of Palestine. 'In our view, the Security Council cannot really ma.'lte a.ny
effective contribution to the solution of the question of Palestine. 'For that
question to be settled fairly once and for all, it is necessary that Israel

first be compelled to withdraw from all occupied Arab territories and that
it put an end to its acaressive and annexationist policy against Arab countries
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and peoples. 'It is also necessary to bar interference and plots by thc

imperialist supcr-Pollers in 'the I.fi.ddle Eas't. .
The Albanian people and i'ts Governmen't viaorous],y condemn the t\Cu"l'cssive

policy of the Isra.eli Zionis'ts and the imperialist in'tri3\les agains't 'the
Palestinian people. 'The Socialis't Feo~le's Re~blic of: Albania and the Albanian

neople vill continue to lend their suppor1i and solidari'tY to the heroic

Palestinian people. and to the just s'truacJ.e for national liberation "hich it

is waging under the leadership of 'the Palestine Liberation organization. its

sole lecitimate and authentic representative. '
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As the leader ot the Albanian people ~ comrade Enver Hoxha, emphasized during

an exchange of messages with the President ot the Palestine Liberation

Organization, Yasser Arafat:

IIBearing in mind the love and sincere friendship that we have tor

the brotherly Arab peoples, the Horlter' s Party ot Albania and the Socialist

People's Republic ot Albania have pointed out the dangers ot the numerous

conspiracies hatched by the imperialists aimed at dividing the Arab peoples

and snaring them in traps ot alleged diplomatic conterences convened under

the tutelage ot the imperialists •.• who seek to plunder the territories

ot the Arab peoples, to sacritice their rights and, above all, to negate

the Palestinian cause.

HThat is why to~, "Then the imperialists, the Zionists and their

friends weave new plots to oppress the heroic struggle ot the Palestinian

people and to bury their cause ~ the Albanian people stand firmly by their side

and support their superhuman etforts to detend their indisputable rights".

Mr. lCAMANDA wa KAMANDA (Zaire) (interpretation trom French) :

Hr. President, once again my delegation takes great pleasure in seeir.g you presiding

over these deliberations ot the General Assembly. The tact that so eminent a son

ot Africa should tod~ be presiding over the work ot the seventh emergency special

session ot the General Assembly on the question of Palestine is certainly a sign of

the times. It is because ~ on the one hand, since the end ot the Great "'ar

more than 60 years ago, the ,rorld has clearly undergone great changes and,

on the other hand, while it was absent in 1941, when the fate of Palestine was

decided upon, Atrica tod8\Y" intends to manitest its presence and to make its

positive contribution~ it not to thwart the intrigues frcm which the long

suttering people ot Palestine have been suffering for more than halt a century

at least to try to find a solution of one of the most terrible human dramas of

our times or, I was going to say - one of the worst swindles of this century.

And lastly~ the abili,ty with which you presided over the thirty-fourth regular

session of the General Assembly and the sixth emergency special session lead

us to the conviction, Sir, that the ship on which we have embarked is on course

and that our captain is able. My delegation wishes to assure you of its full

collaboration in the earnest quest for a just and honest SOlution of the thorny

problem ot Palestine.
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I should also lilte, on behalf of the delegation of Zaire, to congratulate

the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian

People and its Chairman for the tireless efforts they have exerted with a view

to restoring the rights of the Palestinian people.

Palestine is today on the world's conscience. "1hen we review the history

of Palestine, from the dawn of time to the end of the Ottoman domination, from

the Balfour Declaration to the partition resolution through the regime of the

Mandate, we cannot escape th(.~ conclusion that the Arab people of Palestine has

been and continues to be the victim of a coalition of a variety of interests,

of hateful machinations of hostile internaticnal forces that are insensitive to

morality and to the critic;:'.ue of reason ancl are deaf to the appeals of people

whose dignity, honour and rights have been trampled underfoot, forces that

"Till resort to any means to achieve their ends and that are perverse in their

stubborn racism. The evidence that has accwnulated in the course of half a

century in the history of Palestine demonstrate that the Arab people of Palestine

have been the target for a deliberate and calculated Offensive of such dimensions

that it amounts to a crime against humanity, both under international 10."'1 and

under the admitted norms of justice and equity. The fact that the Arab states,

in the course of the last 32 years, have not shown any great unity in the

objectives they pursued have not been of great help to the Arab people of

Palestine either.

Let us hope then that the General Assembly~ at its seventh emergency special

session, will help to turn a new page in history and inaugurate a new period of

unity in the Arab world in the best interests of the people of Palestine and for

peace.

Hardly a year ago, on 29 November 1979) 32 years after the adoption of

resolution 181 (Il) on partition, the General Assembly, at its thirty-fourth reBUlar

session, gravely concerned at the fact that no solution had been found to the

problem of Palestine, noted that the problem continued to aggravate the Middle

East conflict, of which it is the core, and to endanger international peace and

security. Accordingly, the General Assembly, in its resolution 34/65 A,

reaffirmed that a just and lasting peace in the Middle East could not be established

--'-- -- --- - -------·----·--~-~~~_~_...a.._ ___'_.__..........._ ...d
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without the achievement o~ a Just solution o~ the problem o~ Palestine

on the basis o~ the ettainment o~ the inalienable rights o~ the Palestinian pcople,

including the right 01' return and the right to national independence and

sovereignty in Palestine~ in accordance with the Charter o~ the United Nations.

It called once more ~or the invitation of the Palestine Liberation

Organization, .the representative o~ the Palestinian people, to participate,

on the basis o~ General Assembly resolution 3236 (mx) and on an equal ~ooting

with other parties in all effol"ts, deliberations and con~erences held on

the Middle East and Palestine.

It noted with regret that the Security Council had not taken the action it

was urged to take by the General Assembly in paragraph 4 o~ its resolution 32/40 A.

It once again urged the Security Council to consider the recommendations

endorsed by the General Assembly in its resolutions 31/20, 32/40 A, 33/28 A and

34/65 A and to take as soon as possible a decision on them, and, ~inally,

invited the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights o~ the Palestinian

People, in the event o~ the Security Council ~ailing to consider or to take a

decision on those recoDDllendations by 31 March 1980 at the latest, to consider

that situation and to make the suggestions it deemed appropriate.

Between March and April 1980, the Security Council, responding to the

appeal o~ the General Assembly, held seven meetings on this serious problem.

But, un~ortunately, draft resolution S/139l1, inspired by resolutions 31/20,

32/40 A and .33/28 A of the General Assembly which could ~ortunately have led to a

happy outcome o~ the debates o~ the Council and constituted notable progress in the

quest ~or a comprehensive, Just ana lasting settlement o~·the Middle East problem,

ran up against the barrier o~ the veto, this new wailing_wall against which

frustrated aspirations and legitimate desires are dashed.

One question then arises: Are all the Members of this Organization

which have undertaken international obligations concerning the rights of the

Palestinian people and 'mich have recognized that those rights had not been

guaranteed either in the course o~ the Mandate or in the partition resolution

truly resolved to find a comprehensive, Just, honourable and lasting solution

of the Palestinian problem?

- • r • «
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It is the answer to this question that we have all come to seek at this

seventh emer8ency special session ot the General Assembly on the question ot

Palestine t whose results should help to advance the cause ot the

Palestinian people and the cause ot an appropriate solution ot the Middle East

conflict.

In other words t what we consider that the Security Council has either not

done or been unable to do to make progress towards a solution t the General

Assembly should do t if we wish to depart trom stereotyped and sterile

resolutions and demagogic speech-making.

If we wish to do usetulwork and make an objective contribution to the

final settlement of this tragic situation) we should be aware that there are

three important elements in the equation ot the Middle East and Palestine:

the Arabs and the PLO, the Jews and the State ot Israel, and, finally, the

great Powers.



It is in regard to those elements that the delegation of Zaire l'Tould

lill:e to make some modest comments on the conditions that must be met to

ensure the success of these crucial meetings and to put an end to the

tragedy of Palestine.

Since this emergency special session on Palestine is being held

under the sign of "Uniting for Peace", we must achieve universality

here on the recognition and reaffirmation: first, of the

legitimacy of the strup,gle by the Palestinian people to regain their

rights; secondly, of the right of the Palestinian people to political

and economic self-determination; thirdly, of the right of the Palestinian

people to establish an independent and soverei511 state; fourthly) of the

right of the Palestinian refugees to return to their land; fifthly, of

the representative chat'acter of the PLO and its right to participate,

on the basis of General Assembl~r resolution 3231 (XXIX) in all the

efforts and all the deliberations and negotiations tOl1ards a determination

of the future of the Palestinian people, on a footing of equality with

the other parties; sixthly, of the central role of the question of Palestine

in the £.'1iddl~ East dispute; seventhly, of respect for the international

status of the city of Jerusalem as the holiest place of the three gre£l.t

monotheistic religions of the "10rld, and the reJ ection of any unilateral actions

and measures designed to annex Jerusalem or change its geographic,

demographic and cultural characteristics; and eighthly, and finally,

of the requirement that Israel withdra't07 fran all the Arab territories

occupied by force.

The Republic of Zaire adheres to those principles; that approach

supplements the one taken in Security Council resolution 242 (1961), of

22 November 1961, Which, in our view, remains an important basis of the

quest for a comprehensive, Just and lasting solution of the Middle East

conflict.

BCT/nh A/ES-1/PV.8
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On 4 OCtober 1973 the President of the Republic of zaire stated:

li ••• the Palestinian people has the same right as the Israeli people,

that is, the right to llave a homeland and to live in peace tl
• (!/PV.2140a p. 61)

This universality, this universal consensus must also apply to

the rejection and condemnation of the annexation of territory by force;

the installation of Jewish settlements in the Arab lands of Palestine~

the expulsion, deportation and torture of Palestinians, and all other

violations of human rights in the Arab land of Palestine~, the condemnation

of the denial of the Palestinian's. right of return; the expropriation

of property and the destruction of houses; the mass arrests and mistreatment

of the civilian po:9Ul.ation, in contradiction of the Fourth Geneva Convention

on the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of l-1ar; the condemnation of

obstacles to all kinds of religious freedoms and practices and infringements

of respect for family rights and for customs~ and, finally, the condemnation

of the inhuman treatment and torture of detained persons.

If such a general consensus could be achieved during this emergency

special session of the General Assembly, we could look to the future uith

hope. And why should that not be possible?

Resolution 161 (11) of 29 lTovember 1947, on the partitioning of Palestine,

contained the judgement that the situation in Palestine was likely to impair
the 8eneral 'felfare and friendly relations among nations and requested that

the Security Council should regard as a threat to the peace, a breach of

the peace or an act of aggression, in accordance uith Article 39 of the

Charter, any attempt to alter by force the settlement envisaged by that

reSOlution, and appealed to all Governments and all peoples to refrain from

taldng any action which might hamper or delay the carrying out of the

recommendations in the resolution.

Everyone knows that since then there have been several attempts to

change by force the settlement envisaged in the partitiol1 resolution. The

Arab Sta.te of Palestine was never born, and the Jeuish state of Palestine has

expanded and has annexed territories not assigned to it under the partition plan.

BCT/nh A/r.S-7 /PV•6
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t'veryone knOl1S~ also, that since then certain States Hembers of the United

l~ations, includinG Israel, have talten action that has hampered or delayed

the carrying out of the recommendations contained in the ~artition plan.

That is ",hy the United Nations, inextricably involved in the question

of Palestine~ reached the conclusion that the inalienable rights of

the Palestinian people were not Guaranteed either durinG the time of the

Mandate over Palestine or in the. partition resolution, lIhich was rejected

by the Arab States.

Uust we then conclude that everythina has been irremediably called

into question and leave it at that? I do not thinlr. so. Time has done its

work. Realism and the need for peace have had their effect. Today it appears

that all the Arab States and the PLO accept the terms of resolution 181 (11)

as r,uaranteeing their interests and providing the basis for a final solution.

Does that not mean that the cause of peace has made proGress?

It is incontestable - and history repeatedly confirms this - that

Palestine, the land of God .but also the land of wars, of confrontation and

of migration, has been either simultaneously or successively inhabited by

Jews and Arabs, and that each of those two peoples has a richt to exist in

that part of the world.

A general consensus - for l'7hich ",e appeal very earnestly - on the

principles that we have just set forth would make possible the harmonious and

equitable organization of the exercise of the right of each of the two

peoples in that part of the llOrld to exist.

On this occasion we wish to express our pleasure at the initiative taken

by the nine countries of the European Econanic Community in Venice, because it

is an important step in the process of the universalization of the recognition

ef the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, and we aslt them to continue

their useful work and to pursue tlieir efforts, showing less timidity, fer

the cause they are defending is a deeply just one.

BCT/tr A/ES·~7/PV •a
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But in return for this universal recQBnition or the princ iples that

must govern a just, honourable and lasting settlement of the Middle East

conflict, the Arab countries should for their part, in our opinion: first,

agree to the cessation of all statements of belligerancy or all states of

belligerancy; secondly, accept and recognize the state of Israel within the

limits in which it was constituted during the implementation of General Assembly

resolution 181 (11) on the partition; thirdly, adhere to the principles of

respect for and recognition of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and

political independence of each stat,g in the region and its right to live

in peace within secure and recognized boundaries, free from the threat or

use of force; and fourthly, and finally, to adhere resolutely to the spirit

of peace, in the first place by uniting their forces - for their lack of

cohesion has contributed in large part to the strengthening of Israel's

position; and then by not giving the impression or believing that the

establishment of the independent and sovereign Arab state of Palestine

Which we support is designed in the final analysis to call into question

or infringe upon the existence, territorial integrity 8Ild soverei811ty 01'

the state 01' Israel. The exploitation that would follow such a position

would not be to their advantage.

But, for that, Israel also must assume fully and honestly the obligations

incumbent upon it as a Member 01' the United Ifations. For it is Israel uhich,

through the various wars in the Middle East, has fundamentally modified the

partition plan, of which it 'laS the primary beneficiary and which provided

for the creation of a Jewish State and an Arab state and an internatiDnal

status for the whole of Jerusalem.

There was first the concept 01' the "Jewish national home tl end the

organized and deliberate return 01' the Jews from the diaspora, with the

purpose of changing the demographic and ethnographic character of Palestine.
Then there was the creation 01' the Jewish State, the expansion of the
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Jewish State beyond the territories as8isned to it una..r the partition

resolution and plan. Then came the expulsion 01' Palestinians t

the establisbment ot Jewish settlements and the Wlilateral moditication 01'

the status 01' Jerusalem. The international cOlrJllunity gives the impl'ession 01'

being condemned to swallow one tait accClllpli after the other, no doubt

secretly harbouring the hope that that vill bring peace to that region and to the
world, lThich so direly needs peace.

But ,each time,we are confronted by ever more n\DDerous and pressing demands

by Israel. How much longer will Israel go on abusing in that way our dedication

to peace, our will. and our need for ,eace! ~Jhat will Israel try to impose on

us next? In the name ot what principle, ot what moral or other j ustitication

is the international. community to continue accepting faits accClllplis! In the

name of what principle, of what moral or other justification are the Arab

people of Palestine to be required to sustain the heavy burden of the Nazi

crimes!
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The General Assembly resolution, adopted on the recommendation o~ the Security

Council in its resolution 69 (1949) of 1~ March 1949, which admitted Israel as a

rIember of the United Nations in May 1949 formally took note of the

declaration in which the State of Israel unreservedly accepted its obligations

under the United Nations Charter and undertook to honour them from the-day when

it beca.1l1e 1\ Member of the United !'Tations.

~lerefore, Israel's membership in the family of the United Nations is

linlted to its observance of United Nations General Assembly resolutions

131 (II) and 194 (Ill).

For Israel~ the acceptance of and respect for the obligations deriving

from those resolutions were not linked to their prior acceptance by the Arab

countries which were Members of the Or~anization at that tiMe. Hence it is difficult
to understand why, on the one hand, Israel seeks to justify the application

of its laws to the territories occupied in 1948 and the annexation of those
territories J inclUding Hest Jerusalem, on the (J;rounds that the Arab States

had not accepted the terms of resolutions 181 (II) and 194 (Ill) and~ on the
other hand, '"hy it refuses to observe and respect resolution 21~2 (1~67) of

22 November 1967.
If today the State of Israel is the only one in the world to have

a.ttained sta.tehood and receiveCl, its territory by an act of the Unit eel. "Tations

and upon the re~uest of the international community, and if Israel considers

that the United i:Tations was competent to talte such a decision and that its

decisions are binding, then Israel should realize that~ to deny the Arab people

of Palestine its riGht to exist, its right to self-determination and its right

to have a homeland and to establish an independent and sovereign State on the land

of its ancestors is tantamount to its repudiatin(" the very basis on which the

creation of the State of Israel rests. For today also the international community is

calling for the creation of the Arab State of Palestine just as it did for the

Jei-rish State, and every Arab State accepts the creation of the Arab State of

Palestine, as recommended in resolution 181 (II) on partition.

In brief, it is quite simply a matter of pursuing the implementation of

resolution 181 (II):. which began ,dth the creation of the Rtate of Israel.

\-ioN'
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The Arab State of Palestine mentioned in resolution 181 CII), with the

boundaries specified in part II A of the partition plan, which was adopted on the

recommendation of the Special Committee, is certainly not and by any logic

could not be Jordan, for there was no question at that time, of creating a

State that already existed. If any doubt persists in the mind of anyone,

when history, the texts and the maps are quite clear~ one might perhaps seize

the opportunity to request, through the Secretary-General, the advice of the

Legal Counsel of the United Nations on the issue of whether the Arab State of

Palestine referred to in resolution 181 CII) does indeed correspond to Jordan.

No Member State can allege non-compliance by others with certain United

Nations resolutions as a pretext for holding them up to ridicule and refusing to

implement them.

We all know that nowadays many of the "'ember States are facing enormous

problems with respect to the immediate and long-term future of their peoples that

have been plundered, exploited and abandoned by the rich they have made wealthy.

We have come to the Assembly to show our deep commitment to the principles,

ideals and noble mission of the United Nations in general and, in particular, to

make our contribution - however modest it may be - to the solution of Q. tragedy that

has taken on global dimensions.

By what right do certain States Hembers of the Organization make use of

such a contribution by cert':Kl. States as a pretext to array their powerful shields

and lobbies against them and threaten reprisals of all kinds?

It is time to recognize that such constant intimidation is unacceptable,

that such methods constitute in themselves a source of concern and of serious

threat to international peace and security and to the right of peoples to determine

their own future and that they deeply undermine trust in international relations.

The State of Israel &hould be wary of giving the impression that it is

against the United Nations, which gave it birth, and should have greater respect

for States, friendly States, which support the objectives of the United Nations

and its mission to save the present generation and succeeding generations from the

scourge·of war, which twice in our lifetime has brou~ht untold sorrow to mankind•
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Israel's obstinate determination to consider that part of resolution 181 (Il)

dealing with the creation of the State of Israel as binding while refusing to

consider the other part of that same resolution dealing with the creation of

the Arab State of Palestine as also binding is contrary to law and to logic

and is in itself a source of major concern and conflicts, the cause of serious

threats to international peace and security, in view of the many geopolitical,

strategic, military and economic interests which throughout the world are rooted

in this area of the Middle East.

In the present state of affairs in the Middle East, we believe that the

intransigent attitude of the parties involved could be greatly changed and

would gain in moderation and wisdom if the great Powers truly supported the

spirit of peace, wished to make an honest and objective contribution, were

genuinely interested in the violations of human rights and of all the rights of

the Palestinians and if they abandoned their designs, power plays and ill-advised

selfish rivalries in that region of the world.

For our part, we should like to believe that the great Powers are not

pursuing designs inspired by hegemonistic ideas and struggles in the region of the

Middle East, for if, instead of encouraging the search for peace and stability,

some allow the impression to be given that they are interested essentially in

seeking strong points within the framework of a strategy which includes the control

of the lands and waters extending from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf and

others that their primary interest is the maintenance of a chronic instability in

the Middle East, which would enable them to dig themselves in and maintain their

influence the better to thwart the strategy and the designs of their adversaries 

all of which matters have nothing to do with the sufferings, privations and the

denial of the rights of the Arab people of Palestine - then there will be no

peace in this region in our generation or in that of our children.

Mistrust and war being in the foreground, peace in the Middle East will be

found mainly in stereotyped sterile and pompous resolutions, and in demagogic

statements in international forums.

It is certainly not in that way that we can build a world of peace - for it is

peace that is the real issue here and which seems to be upsetting running counter

to the designs of certain Members of the United Nations.
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In this matter, we invite the great Powers to demonstrate their full

commitment to peace.

We cannot over-emphasize the capital role of the United Nations, first,

by virtue of the lofty mission assigned to it by the Charter of promotins peace

and co-operation in an atmosphere of trust and to the mutual advantage of all

States and, secondly, because of its deep involvement in the problem of the Middle

East and Palestine since the end of the British Mandate.

It is the credibility of the world Organization that is at stake, an

Organization whose principles, if they were respected, ~'10\lld provide the most

effective and surest guarantee of the rights of the majority of :Member States

and, above all, those States that do not have the means to secure justice for

themselves entirely on their own.
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For the credibility of the United Nations not to be called into question,

which would open the way to an era of adventurism with the mos~ tragic

consequences, the Security Council should not be blocked by the action of one or

other of the five Powers that are its permanent members in the exercise of its

lofty functions in the maintenance of international peace and security or in the

implementation of the relevant, realistic and balanced resolutions of the General

Assembly, that. are inspired by a lucid and peaceful vision of -the future of the

world.

Any solution centred on the principles that I have recalled ~ which are

consonant with the recommendations of the Committee on -the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian people, confirming or reaffirming the right

of both the Arab and the Jewish peoples of Palestine each to have a homeland, to

exist as peoples and to live in peace wi-thin secure and recognized boundaries,

should be guaran-teed by the five permanent members of the Security Council,

with no exception.

I-t is then and only -ther~ that all the conditions will have been crea-ted

for Arabs, Palestinians and Jews to have the courage, for the sake of peace

and progress for each and all, -to take the decisive step: to recognize each

other and to be reunited, because, after all, history is there to tell us

tha-t they have a common ancestry. And we shall continue to believe that the

Palestine of the Jews and of the Arabs has not betrayed God's memory or

transgressed His laws.

Mr. MIRGHANI (Sudan) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. President,

on behalf of the delegation of the Democratic Republic of Sudan, I should like

once again to congratulate you on your assumption of the Presidency of this

important session. We are confident -that the able leadership and wisdom you

showed when presiding over the thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly

will undoubtedly cont~ibute to -the success of this emergency special session.
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The participation of the delegation of the Sudan in the deliberations

of this emergency special session on the question of Palestine is prompted now.
as in previous sessions, by an unwavering belief that the establislur.ent

of the United Nations by the international community in the wake of the Second

Horld Har, some 35 years ago, was a clear manifestation and a practical

expression of the international desire to put an end once and for all to war

and to establish and maintain lasting peace and security in the world, through,

among other things, the total elimination of colonialism and neo-colonialism.

The ultimate goal was to create e. new world order in Which relations between

nations would be based on the principles of justice and international law and

co-operation founded on equality and mutual respect, and ill accordance with

international principles and instruments, foremost among which is the United

Nations Charter. The Sudan is more and more deE-ply convinced of the vital,

positive and practical role which the United Nations should play in order to achieve

the noble goals and high principles for which it was created, as a reservoir

of the hurr-nn heritaee and civilization and as the rr.achinery to avert outbreaks

of war and all forms of domination.

In spite of hopeful expectations concernin~ the role of of

this Organization, one cannot but recall the regrettable fact that the

establishment of the United Nations was closely followed by the occupation of

Palestine and the expulsion of its people. lii is no secret that the United

Na.tions, at a certain period of time and in the absence of most of its current

Member States, was used and indeed exploited as a means to create the Zionist

entity in Palestine, in clear violation of the rights of its people. It is

therefore only loe;ical that the United Nations should shoulder its full

responsibility in finding the just and lasting peaceful solution to the

Palestinian problem that will put an end to the suffering of the Palestinian

people.

For more than two decades, the international community has looked on the

question of Palestine as a refugee problem that required only humanitarian aid

and not as a fundamental problem related to the self-determination and national

ihdependence of a people uprooted from their homes and property.
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For more ~han two decades ~he interna~iona1 communi~y has ~urned a deaf

ear to ~he voices of the Palestinian p<'op1e, to ~heir jus~ and legitimate

demands and to ~heir suffering and aspira~ions. That a~titude has only

resulted in further comp1ica~ion of ~he problem and a further worsening of

the plight of the Palestinian people. Israel though~ that the voice of the

Palestinian people was stifled for ever, but ~he struggle of the Palestinian

people, under the leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organiza~ion,

its sole legitimate representative, to regain i~s freedom and usurped rights,

like other struggling oppressed peoples suffering under the yoke of colonialism,

has prodded the international community in~o recognizing the magni~ude of its

problem and its just cause which deserves serious international attention.

Consequently, since the twenty-ninth session, the question of Palestine has
become a separate item on the General Assembly's agenda. That session was a

turning-poin~ in the evolution of the Palestinian question at ~he United

Na~ions. The significance of the ~wenty-ninth session is reflected in the

adoption, by an overwhelming majority, of General Assembly resolution 3236 (XXIX)

which reaffirmed, inter alia, the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,

includinr, their right to self-determination, national independence and sovereignty

and ~he inalienable righ~ to return to its homes and property. It also

emphasized that full respect for and ~he implementation of these inalienable

righ~s are indispensable for ~he solution of the question of Palestine, and

~hat the Palestinian people is a principal party in the estab1ishmen~ of a just

and lasting peace in the Middle East. I~ recognized ~he right of the Palestinian

people to regain its rights by all means in accordance wi~h the purposes and

principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

The twenty-nin~h session also witnessed another positive development when

the General Assembly adopted resolution 3237 (XXIX), in which it recognized the

PLO and granted it observer sta~us. For the first ~ime then, people of all

nations, particularly those blinded by a distorting international media system,

l.istened to the voice of the Palestinian people. The adoption of General Assembly

reso1u~ions 3236 (XXIX) and 3237 (XXIX) was a victory, not only for the people

of Palestine and its sole legitimate representative, the PLO, but

i.ndeed for the peoples of the third ,vorlc'l. and all peacp-loving

n~tions.
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It is puzzling and equally saddening that the positive developments at

the international level concerning the Palestinian question, reflected in

the recognition of the inalienable rights of the Palestinians by the

majority of nations, was accompanied by an increased Israeli intransigence

towards the just Palestinian demands for the exercise of their inalienable

rights, and an intensification of repression against the Palestinian people,

uprooting them and devouring their land and property in order to transform

the c;eographic and demoeraphic nature of all the occupied Arab lands and

thus perpetuate the Zionist occupation of Palestine and other Arab lands.

In pursuing these policies and using repressive means, including State

terrorism, Israel is unashamedly defying the will of the international

community and flagrantly violating the Charter of the United Nations and

international norms and instruments. Israel does not even attempt to hide

its disregard of and indeed its disrespect for the General Assembly and

Security Council resolutions. Israel's greed was not confined to that. As

we know, it went so far in its expansionist and aggressive policies ~s to

annex more Arab land in its persistent attempts to establish more Jewish

settlements.

Ue all knOlT that the Zionist entity is the only State in the world that

has no fixed geographical borders. Its borders expand in direct proportion

to the ghoulish appetite of the international Zionist movement for more

territory. A glance at the rate of the cancerous growth of the Zionist

entity in 1948, 1956, 1967 and 1973, its policy of building illegal settlements

in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and other occupied Arab territories, its

aggression against and occupation of southern Lebanon and its annexation

of Jerusalem, clearly show the terrifying size of the problem. The

establishment of a just and lasting peace in the IJiddle East will therefore

l'emain an unattainable dream unless the international community, represented

by the United Nations, puts an end to the Israeli aggression and expansion

and to the endless aid and support Israel is receiving, enabling it to pursue

its expansionist policies, its attitude of arrogance nnd its defiance of the will of

the internntional co~ntmity, ~nd its violation of General Assembly and Security

Council resolutions.
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What took place at the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly 1'1aS

the first step towards bringing about a positive change in the handling of

the question of Palestine in the United Nations. ~lat step was followed by

the establishment under General Assembly resolution 3376 (XXX) of the

Committee on .the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian

People. At the following General Assembly session,therecommendations of

that Committee were endorsed in resolution 31/20 as a basis for the solution

of. the Palestinian question. Ever since, successive sessions of the General

Assembly re-endorsed those recommendations until the thirty-fourth session.

The basic principles that guided the work of the Committee on the Exercise

of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People emanate from the principles

and purposes of the United Nations Charter. Those basic principles are as

follows. First) the question of P~lestine is at the core of ther~iddle East

problem. No settlement of the Middle East problem can be reached without taking

fully into account the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people. Secondly)

the implementation of the inalienable rir,ht of the Palestinian people to return

to their homes and property,its right to self-determination, national

independence and sovereignty, will contribute towards a lasting settlement

of the Middle East problem. Thirdly, the full participation of the PLO,

the representative of the Palestinian people, is indispensable in the

efforts towards reaching a settlement. Fourthly, by virtue of the principle of the

inadmissability of the acquisition of land by force there must be a total and

immediate withdra1'1al of Israel from all the occupied Arab lands.

Since these guiding principles emanate from the United Nations Charter,

it was only natural that the overwhellning majority of Member States of the

United Nations endorsed the recommendations of the Committee. This was

clearly stated in different regional and international forums, and particularly

in conferences of the Non-Aligned Movement.

It is now a glaring fact that there is unanimity and a concurrence in

international public opinion is unanimous in asreeing on the justice of the c~use

of the Palestini~n people and on the parrumeters within ,rhich

the search for a just and lasting peace should be conducted.

In spite of this almost universal recognition of the just cause

--- ----------------·---------ooool



of the Palestinian people, my delegp~tion regrets to note the inability of

the Security Council to reflect and implement the international will, and its

failure since 1976 to adopt the necessary measures that would ensure the

implementation of the recommendations of the Committee on the Exercise of

the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. 'I'he Council ~m.s once more unable
to ~ct last April, in spite of the ur~ent need then for decisive

action in the liaht of the illegal measures taken by Israel in establishing

new settlements in occupied Palestine and other occupied Arab territories,

including Jerusalem, in clear contravention of General Assembly and Security

Council resolutions and in flagrant violation of the 1949 Geneva Convention

governing the treatment and protection of civilians in time of war.

I do not have to dwell on the reason behind the failure of the Security
Council to t~ke action on.the rcccmruendntions of the Committee, nor the

fact that the Council's inability to shoulder its responsibility only

encourages the Zionist leadership in Israel to pursue its expansionist

policies through repressive measures against the Palestinian people and

the Arabs in the occupied territories. The sinister objective is to empt:r

the occupied territories of their Arab people and to replace them by Jewish

immigrants, whose influx is planned and encouraged by international zionism.

The failure of the Council to take the necessary measures on the

Committee's recommendations further encourages Israel to persist in
denying the Palestinian people the exercise of their legitimate and natural

rights, which are guaranteed in the United Nations Charter and Which ,.,ere

endorsed by the international community represented by the General Assembly.

Faced with such a serious situation, the General Assembly, meeting today in

an emergency special session, has no alternative but to shoulder its

responsibility for restoring justice in the fulfilment of its obligations under

the United Nations Charter, foremost among which is the maintenance of peace

and justice.

We meet today in an emergency special session to ponder over the next

step to be twten, fully realizing that the challenge of Israel's refusal to
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recognize the natural and legitimate riGhts of the Palestinian people has

now acquired serious international dimensions. This denial constitutes the

core of the i.fiddle East conflict, a conflict that poses a. serious threat

to peace and security in the whole region.
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It is now imperative that this session lead to a more nositive

and firm handline of the Palestini~~ question in the United Nations, the more

so because this session has been convened at a time when Israel:s defiance

of the authority of the United Nations is reachinr, an unprecedented limit.

Israeli s tlisgraceful behaviour leaves the United Hations no choice but to

im~ose its ~rill and enable the Palestinian people to exercise their inalienable

rie;hts and thereby restore peace and security to that conflict·-torn area.

The deteriorating situation in the !.fiddle Fast makes it essential for the

United Nations ureently to fulfil its obli~ation and duty to find a

just solution to the Palestinian question th~t woulrl. save that area and the

world from a catastroyhe.

The experience of past years has sho,~ that the rulers of the Zionist

entity are incapable of realistically assessing the situation ~revailin~ in the

T'Iiddle East. Because of that failure, it has continued to i~nore the

numerous resolutions adopted by this Ore;anization and it has refused to bOlT

to the will of the international community. Under such conditions ,·re believe

that it is the duty of the United Nations to adopt a tougher and firmer

approach in dealing ~rlth the Zionist entity to ensure the effective

implementation of its resolutions. Hm·rever, such a ne't"r approach can be found

only if uays and means are found to ensure actual and practical implementation

of those resolutions.

Because of Israelis record on United I'rations resolutions, a number of

questions must be raised at this emergency special session. Is it not hir,h

time that the United Nations ~ and in particular the General Assembly J began

finding w'ays and means of ensuring the complete 'vithdra,·ral of Israel from

all occupied Palestinian and other occupied Arab territories, includinG Jeru~alem,

and its handing over of the evacuated territories to their lavrful owners?

Is it not hiGh time that the United Nations strove to ensure that a people

that has waited and suffered so much may exercise its natural inalienable rights?

And above all we ask) has the time not come for this ,,,orld Ore;anization to defend

its inte/3;rity and exercise its e.uthority.> since that is the onlJr 1'Tay to achieve

the objectives and a:;,Jply the princi-ples upon which and for lThich the United Nations
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~as founded~and to regain the confid~nce of millions of people) especially

those of small nations ~ who have no ellterm.~.tive but to resort to tl~is aur,ust body?

The ans"rcrs to these questions should forra the basis of a ~eneral frameHork 1rith:'n

which this emergency special session should conduct its efforts to achieve

a just and lasting solution to the Palestinian question.

He cannot talk about the plight of the Palestinian 8n(.1. Arab peoples under

Zionist occupation ,dthout being reminded at every juncture of the plir:ht of

the peoples of South Africa under the racist white minority re~ime o~ Pretoria.

Indeed~ the similarity between the two illegal regimes of Tel hviv and Pretoria

and their practice of racism, ~par!f~ejd and repression acainst the Palestinians and

the South African people has led to the development of a sinister close

co-c~eratio~ between the two regimes in the economic, political~ militarJr and

nuc:!.car fields. Perhaps an explanation of these two re[;imes i defiance

of the uill of the international COJ'lwunity, an<.'l. indeed the authority of the

United Nations itself~ could be found in such similarities and closer ties

betweon the two racist reGimes. Because of the seriousness of this matter~

African and Arab nations, together with all other freedom and peace-iovinG

nations, have continuously demanded that the United I'Tations a.dopt a firm and

tough attitude when dealing with Israel and South Africa by resorting to the

application of the provisions of Chapter VII of the Charter against the two

racist regimes. This is, He believe, the only ....Tay to ensure their compliance

with United Nations resolutions and to put an end to their racist inhuman

policies and practices.

In callins for the application of the provisions of Chapter VII of the Charter,

my delegation feels it is necessary to point out that such a COt~se of action

must be reinforced by the strong commitment of all Hember States to e.bstain from

giving the t'fO illegal regimes any assistance that Hould help them to continue

their defiance of the international will and the United ~ations authority and to

pursue their inhuman racist policies.

Our l~eenness t.o ccnsi{ler the question of Palestine at an e!'1er~ency s:;ecinl

session of the General Assembly is a reflection and a reaffirmation of our

keenness and that of the overlThelming majority of trember States~ and ir. narticular

the Arab countries, to find a just and con~rehensive peaceful solution to the
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question of Palestine. In opting for peace ,~e reaffirm our respect for and

adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter, particularly the non-use

of force or threats of force and settlement of disputes by peaceful means. As

,·re see it, the achievement of a just and lastinG peaceful solution to the

Palestinian question is primarily the responsibility of the United Nations.

Failure or inaction could onl~r result in the alreaoJ' deterioratinr; situation in

the Uiddle East leading it to the brink of a "rar that lTould not only enrrulf that

area but be a world·~ide catastrophe.

To enable the United Nations to meet its responsibility to achieve a

just and lasting peaceful settlement of the question of Palestine, and hence of

the Middle East conflict, the delegation of the Sudan pledGes to exert all

effolots and to co-operate fully "Tith other delegations in the search for and

adoption of the necessary measures to realize the hopes and aspirations of

Arabs and Islamic nations and all freedom and peace-loving nations, anel above

all the aspirations and just demands of the Palestinian people. Those measures

should brin~ about an immediate Israeli withdrawa~ fronl all occupied Palestinian

and Arab territories, including Jerusalem~ and the implementation under the

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Or~anizationo its sole legitimate

representative, of the inalienable ri~ht of the Palestinian. people to

self· ·determination "Tithcut any external interference J to return to their home!:i

and property~ to national independence and soverei~nty and to the establishment

of i.ts o"m independent State on its mm territory.

l~. GHALI (Ecypt) (interpretation from Arabic): r~. President~ it is

a source of r,reat pleasure for me to see you presiding over the present emergency

session of the General Assembly. You guided our deliberations at the prev;,us

regular session of the General Assembly uith ability, insight and firmness. I

should like to seize this opportunity to pay a tribute throu~h you to ~Iour

great and fraternal country, Tanzania, a main pillar in Africals struggle for

freedom and a better future, and to President Julius lJyerere, Africals elder

stateoman. Erypt's affirmative response to the Secretary· General's rTote concernin~

the convening of the emergency special session on the question of Palestine is

'dictated by the basic principles that f,overn ~Gyptian endeavours to safeGuard
the rights of the Palestinian people.
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Hence our position during this session uill reflect the folJ,m·ring five

principles: First, the Palestinian problem constitutes the core of the Ilicldle

East conflict, and therefore no peace can be established uithout a just

solution of that problem and the full restoration of the lona-neglected riGhts

of the PalestiniM people ~ thereby enabling them to take their place Illilon r ,' all

the other peoples that have achieved their ri~hts and freecloms on the basis

of the exercise of the fundamental riGht to self-determination.

Secondly, the responsibility of the international community, es

represented b.;r the United Nations, is '\Tell established and recognized in all

matters relacing to the liberation of peoples and the. exercise of the riGht

to self-determination, a right that constitutes the foundation of the

international system wr.ich emerged follolTing the Second l'1orld Hal', as

stated in the purposes and principle~ ,r the United Nations Qlarter,

Thirdly ~ that all the positive and cons·tructive steps undertaken by

Egypt '~owards bringing an end to the state of staenation and inertia uhich

has plagued the Palestinian problem - a situatior~ ·:':·'.at has, regrettably,

become a quasi-established condition of our contemporary era - constitute but

the first step towards the restoration of the leBitimate national ri~hts of

the Palestinian people. lTithin that con'be~rt ~ it follows that the interim

arrangements aBreed upon at Camp David should be viewed in their proper and

cor~sct perspective. v~at must be underlined is their transitional nature,

They represent a means to an end, and not an end in themselves. Under no

circumstances should we confuse means with ends. It should therefore be

recoBnized that Egypt's endeavours could, provided Good faith prevails~

effectively c~utribute towards creating a favourable climate conducive to

alterinG the present conditions. Occupation would gradually give way to

independence in which the Palestinian Arab people could exercise their

ri~ht to self-detel~ination. No more time should be wasted. ~1e should resir.t

attempts tc draw us into polemics and unwarranted rivalries ~ a sorry state

of affairs that has erllasculated, and still continues to emasculate, Ilooit:i.ve

collective Arab efforts over many years and is threatenina to cripple

international action by undermining the opportunities available for a solution

to 'the l~iddle l!:ast problem in its entirety.
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Fourthly, the Israeli intransigence is not only continuing but

incrcv.sin£.!;, in the absence of effective international pressure~ at 0. time '''hen

Israeli policy is tru~ing advanta~e of the poisoned atmosphere prevailing in

the Arab world~ broutjht about b:y over-bidding, histrionics an(l "rilful

distortions.

Fifthly~ the discrepancies among the various Arab countries '\Tith respect

to their de~rees of cClmnitment to establislling a just peace in the area and to a

just solution of the Palestinian problem have encoura~ed Israel to continue evadin~

the responsibiliti~s luid upon it by the Charter and the resolutions of the United
l:'ations, and the peace accords. Once again ,,,e are 'ritnesses to Israel's

persistence in its attempts to alter the status of Je£usalem, to intensify its

colonialist settlements policy in the occupied Hest BanI. and Gaza Strip J and to
its consistent strivina to dilute its binding oblieations in the pursuit of

n solution to the Palestinian problem in all its aspects. The current fratricidal

conflict in Lebanon and the untold sorrow and sUfferin~ sustained by its people

::rcand as a vivid and glaring manifestation of Israel's high-handed policy.

~lis emergency session is tw~ing place at a crucial juncture in the

Palestinian problem, a problem "'hich includes the question of Jerusalem. It

is therefore up to us to ensure its successful outcome and thus to contribute

positively to the advancement of the Palestinian cause. ~lat cannot be achieved

unless realism, logic and wisdom prevail. It is therefore imperative that

ue seriously and objectively confront the problemr, that lie ahead. He must

avoid emotionalism and abusive lan~uage and~ '!~~lly, we should dedicate

ourselves to constructive work instead of being drugged by eloquent words

and carried away by our o~m rhetoric.

ECypt will not enaaGe in sterile debates on the historic role it has

played, cmd continues to play ~ in establishine; the appropriate international

1'ra.meworlt for '.lihe Palestinian people to exercise their right to self

determination and to create their own entity on the basis of justice and

democracy as stipulated in various resolutions of tIle Security Co\mcil and

the General Assemb~r.
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Over the past 30 years the Palestinian people have been t1enied the

exercise of those basic rights due to the obstructionist attitude adopted

by successive Israeli Governments and encouraaed by the rejectionist '~entality

espoused by certain Arab leaders and political parties •. a mentoJ. attitude

that trapped them in their own rhetoric and rendered them wil1inz victims of

Israeli intransigence.

Egypt's historic role has been to brecl~ that vicious circle throuBh an

unwaverinG struggle to enable the Palestinian people effectively to e~~ercise

their riGhts and to build a just and comprehensive peace in the ~nddle East.

EGYpt, lThich has always been in the forefront ot the Palestinian strl~gle,

is now being subjected to a smear campaian aimed at brinBing its inter,rity and

sincerity into question. Is it not ironic that all the sacrifices of the Egyptian
people have been over1001ted? "1hat will realistically accrue to the Palestinian

people from such policies of deliberate distortion?

It is relevant to recall that the same EGYPtian G~vernment took the

courageous decision to launch the glorious Ramadan-October "Tar and that the

Egyptian people bore the brunt of that ,.,ar, l-Thich ,.,as initiated to recover th~

occupied land and to involve the Palestinian people as an effective participant

in the establishment of peace in the lfiddle East. The Ramadan-October \-Tar,

as well as the si3ning of the peace accords, have succeeded in shiftinr. the

focus of the internationo.1 community towards the solution of the problem of

the Palestinian people. That was the main objective of ~?ti&l policy.

EGypt has proceeded, with dete~ined steps, to overcome 0.11 the obstacles on

that path~ lThether created by Israeli intransigence or the negative escapist

policies of some Arab Covernment.s lTllich seelt re:tu~e from reality in their

rcjectionism.
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The problem of the Palestinian people cannot be resolved in the absence

of its representatives. 'We should, however, recognize the distinction between

absence and absentina oneself. The latter should not be used as a "eapon to

hinder progress to'Tards a solution, or to serve the insidious interests of

partisan manoeuvres, ethnic factions and selfish whims, whose combined effect

is detrimental to the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. '

History is witness to the fact that when President 8adat undertooY his historic

initiative on 19 Hovember 1977, he clearly and firmly declared and defined

to the Israelis, the Arabs, and the entire "Torld that a just peace must be

solidly founded on the restoration of the legitimate riahts of the Palestinian

people - foremost nmonaSJ those rights being the right to self-determination

and the establishment of an independent State in Palestine. It is also a

matter of historical record that the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation

Organizntionwas the first to be sent an invitation to attend the

Cairo Conference in order to participate on an equal footing with

Israel ~ the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist :Republics 'I

together with Syria, Lebanon and Jordan.

The presence of the representatives of th~ Palestinian people would have

irrevocably reaffirmed the right of the Palestinian people to participate

equally ,dth Israel in establishing peace in the I-liddle East. 'Moreover, the

Palestinians would have devised a practical forr.lula for their effective

participation. 'However, the PLO leadership refused to attend, participate or

negotiate, and the situation remains unchanged. 'By this self-chosen

stance, the PLO leadership lost an opportunity to participate in, and

contribute to, establishing peace. '
The absence of the Palestinians serves primarily the desi~ns of Israel, and

provides it with possibilities ,to expand its greedy ambitions, its inflexibility,

intransigence and anachronistic and fanatical arauments. 'It also serves the

narrow and parochial objectives of certain Arab parties, the grandiose leadership

ambitions of the rejectionists and the hegemonist strategies. 'The Arab

rejectionists would do well to realize that Egypt has decided to accept no

constraints on its freedom of action. 'Such constraints only serve the
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the interests of partisan manoeuvres and factionalism. The cost to Egypt~

over three decades, was prohibitive, in terms both of the welfare of the people

and of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country, to say nothing

of the plundering of its resources and the martyrdom of some of its finest youth.

The Palestine question is in essence a pan-Arab problem, affecting the

security and survival of all the peoples of the area. As such, it is by definition

also an Egyptian problem. Accordingly, the absence of a solution to it poses a

grave danger to the peace and security of Egypt. Egypt has, therefore, no

alternative but to continue to struggle for a Just and lasting solution to the

Palestine problem.

The gravity of the present situation stems from two parallel

considerations: first the injustices stemming from Israel's repression against,

and displacement of, the Palestinians, and the continued occupation of Palestinian

territory; secondlY, the future of the Palestinian people continues to be

sabotaged and sUbjected to over-bidding and utter disre~ard, in furtherance of

the interests of well-known Arab groups, which, in turn, are promoting the

interests of certain foreign Powers.

In the light of the foregoing, Egypt has adopted an approach towards a

comprehensive peace based on the following principles: first, the settlement

has to be peaceful and comprehensive; secondlY, the settlement has to be

based on the principles of Justice and international law; thirdly, the settlement

has to reflect the provisions of the United Nations Charter and conform with

United Nations resolutions - in particular, Security Council resolution

242 (1967); fourthly, the settlement cannot start from a vacuum, and it should

not overlook the recent diplomatic efforts within the framework of the

Organization of African Unity, the United Nations, the Tripartite Peace Talks,

the European initiative or any other positive diplomatic effort undertaken towards

the creation of peace and security in the area.

Egypt has, therefore, opted for exploring every avenue leading to peace

and stability. Egypt is determined to pursue the path defined by the United

Nations Charter for the peaceful settlement of disputes. The October War

has put matters in their proper perspective and enabled all to stand on the
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solid ground of reality, while shattering any intoxicating and inflated

denigns or deceptive illusions of superiority or Grandeur.

Consequently, EaYPt's approach to the solution of the Palestinian

problem is based on the followinG principles: .first, Israel should withdraw

to the pre.. ·5 June 1967 lines, 101hether on the Hest Bank. inc1udinr: East Jerusalem,
or the Gaza Strip; secondly, Israeli withdrawal should be complete, entai1inr,

the withdrawal of military forces, the dismantling of settlements and the

removal of settlers; thirdly, security arrangements should be on the basis of

reciprocity; the security of the Palestinian people and the people of Israel

should be on an equal footing; fourthly, the Palestinian people should

exercise, without any external interference, the inalienable and fundEWlenta1

right to self-determination, including the ri6ht to establish an independent

State on the Hest Bank and Gaza.

In its constant struGgle for the attainment of Palestinian riGhts,

Egypt has been able to make the peace accords and their frameuork a bindinG

legal obligation on Israel. 'Furthermore, for the first time since the emergence

of the Palestine problem., Israel has been confronted. 1dth the need to recor:nize

specific obligations; the most impor.tant of which are: first, the Palestine question

as a political and not a refugee problem; secondly, the undeniable eJcistence

of legitimate rights for the Palestinian people; thirdly, participation and

negotiation on an equal footing with the representatives of the Palestinian

people; fourthly, recol3nition of a Palestinian authority lThich 101ou1d replace

the Israeli military government and its civilian administration in the West

Bank and the Gaza Strip, fifthly, a specified interim time-frame for the

fulfilment of these objectives.
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Notwithstandinf!; these accomplishments, Egypt continues to maintain that all

this does not constitute a final solution or the end of the road, but only an

interim stage towards a just settlement of the Palestinian problem in conformity

with the principles of the United Nations Charter and a first step towards

the restoration of the national legitimate rights of the Palestinian people.

Furthermore, Egypt has insisted on the implementation of certain measures

to alleviate the suffering of the Palestinian people in the occupied territories

and has stood firmly against the terrorist and arbitrary measures directed against

the Palestinian people.

I have attempted to enumerate some of the efforts undertaken by my country.

However, there is one point that I should like to stress and bring to the Assembly's

attention in complete candour, and that is the intransigent, obstructionist and

rejectionist stance of Israel. Israel is now trying to renege on its obligations,

taking advantage of Arab rejectionism. Rejectionism, in fact, has become the
meeting ground of 'both Israel, and the Arab re.1ectionists. The bro sides may have

different motives. However, they have one objective: neither ,·rents a
Palestinian State. That is their c~mmon ob.1 ective, thus furtherin~ their

respective designs: Israeli expansionism, on the one hand, and the hegemonist

dreams of certain Arab regimes, on the other. Egypt firmly opposes Arab negative

rejectionism and Israel's attempts to obstruct and to renege on its obligations.

Thus, Isra.el's attitude requires a firm stand on the pe.r~... ,)f the international

community. The unilateral and arbitrary measures undertaken by Israel with regard
to Jerusalem have already been considered null and void on the 'basis of the

inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war, and its violation of the

world consensus concerning the status of Jerusalem, a consensus which rejects

any one-sided measure to change the status of the Holy City. Israel's fanatic

claims are a transparent disguise of a stand bred by introversion and

ethnocentrism, and a. denia.l of the rip:hts of man.

Arab riehts in Jerusalem' are incontestable. It can be sa.id that the

Islamic and Christian shrines in the Holy City are an eloquent testimony to

centuries of religious tolerance and of undeniable Islamic and Christian rights.

This fact alone cogently and totally refutes the allegations advanced by the

Israeli representatives herp. in this very hall.

In the meanwhile, I assert the right of all believe~s .. Uoslems ~ Christians

and Je,;s - unimpeded access to their respective mosques, churches and synagogues.
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Such is the great heritage of Islam, which respects the rights of all faiths and

creeds. Arab sovereisnty should be restored to East Jerusalem. The fate of

Jerusalem should be settled without reference to expansionist dreams or delusions

of aggression and prejudice.
If the recent news reports concerninp, the motion in the Israeli

Knesset to enact legislaticn that would make Jerusalem the capital of Israel

have any credibility ~ I declare in solemn and. clear terms that the Ff!Y:Ptian

Government will consider anv such action as an infringement of the ri~hts of the

Palestinian people and a flagrant violation of international law and international

legitimacy. Such Israeli action should therefore warrant a firm stand on the part of

the international community, a stand that shculd be '1:ased on the followin(t elements:

First, there must be no reco~nition of any unilateral Israeli measures in

Jerusalem. Legitimacy can never be conferred on such illegal measures.

Secondly ~ those measures must be declared null and vo.id in conformity with

the principles of international law and the purposes and principles of the

United Nations Charter. Thirdly, all States should be urged not to recognize

Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. Fourthly, the question of Jerusalem, in all

its entirety, should be submitted to the Security Council, in keeping with the

principal resolutions adopted by both the General Assembly and the Security Council.
Fifthly, the following principles must be T.eaffirme~ as pertinent to the

solution of the ~uestion of Jerusal~m: the inadmissibility of acquisition of

territory by war; the necessity of Israeli withdrawal from Fast Jerusalem~ which

is an integral and indivisible part of the occupied "'est Bank~ thus restoring

it to Ara.b sovereignty; the right of the people of East Jerusalem, as part of

the population of the West Bank 'and therefore of the Palestinian peonle, to exercise

their national and legitimate rights; the guarantee of access to all adherents

of the three monotheistic faiths to their respective places of worship; and

integration of the main services in the Holy City as a step towards a special

regime for the entire city of Jerusalem that would take into account all the

rights of all its residents and the position of the internatione~ community.

In conclusion on behalf of the Government of Fp.ypt, from this rostrum 1 call

upon the Government of Israel to desist froln all actions aimed at

altering the status of Jerusalem. That policy cannot but undermine and damage
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opportunities for attaining peace. If further pursued, it will have a

negative effect on the present endeavours for peace.

All the Israeli measures adopted in implementation of its colonial
settlement policy, to continue to establish settlements, are catep;oricQ.lly

rejected. Such policies violate the territorial integrity of Palestinian land,

thus undermining the basis of the final settlement, a settlement that should be

based on denouncing and renouncing expansionism and permitting the Palestinian

people to exercise their rights in their land.

The resolutions adopted by the competent United Nations orr,ans, foremost

among them those adopted by the General' Assembly and the Security Council,

reaffirmed the principles of international law and legitimacy. Regardless of

hm-1 lone Israel's intransigence and procrastination continue, it will not change

the illegality of. Israel's measures. All Israeli attempts to legitimize and

justify such measures are doomed to failure. Legitimacy can never be conferred

on such measures.



Thirdly, Israel's repressive pOlicies towards the inhabitants

of the "lest Bank and the Gaza Strip must be brouaht to an immediate end.

Israel should respect the provisions of the humanitarian Conventions

applicable to military occupation and should respect the rights of civilian

inhabitants under occupation, in accordance with the provisions of the

Hague regulations and the Gourth Geneva Convention.

The illegitimate expulsion of the Hest Banll'. Mayors by the Israeli

occupation authorities, together ,dth the brutal and senseless acts of

murder perpetrated. by extremist Israeli groups, stands as glaring

testimony to the steadily deteriorating conditions in the occupied

Palestinian territories. The time has come for the Gelleral Assembly to

adopt a firm position touards the dangerous situation resulting from

continued Israeli military occupation of Palestinian territory.

Fourthly, we firmlY and solemnly call on Israel to bear in mind that the

establishment of a comprehensive peace in the Middle East can be achieved

only through a just solution to the Palestinian problem. "Te mean every word we

agrepd upon for the achievement of' peace: that a strong and effective Palestinian

authority should be established, in the "Test Bank and Gaza, endowed with

legislative, executive and judicial powers~ that this authority should

be representative of every inch and every person in the occupied territories,

including Arab Jerusalem; and that this authority should participate, on

an equal footing, in the progress towards a solution of the Palestinian

problem in all its aspects.

The unholy alliance between the rejectionists on both sides, the

paranoia of the extremists on both sides and the silence of those who

fear peace and its requirements should not obstruct our endeavours. On

the contrary, it should prompt us to adopt a firm stand towards all those

lTho resist peace and worll'. against equity, stability and peace.

In conclusion, I should like to make an appeal to both the Israeli

and the Pale~tinian peoples.
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The people of Israel I urge to support peace and lmman risht s firmly

and to renounce expansionism, occupation and terrorism in favour of a policy

of peaceful coexistence, brotherhood an~ conciliation.

The Palestinian people I urge to. channel their struggle tOl'1ards the

path of peace, to appraise the situation realisticallY, in a comprehensive

and objective manner and to repudiate the tutelage imposed upon them by

certain quarters ''1hose interests run counter to those of the Palestinian

people.

Finally, I appeal to all of you to reject the outbiddings, l'1hether Arab

or Israeli. I call upon the representatives of the international cODDDunity

to proceed collectively, with determined steps, towards peace so that justice

may prevail and 110 side may subdue the other. Respect for sovereignty,

territorial integrity, self-determinatiDn and security for all should be

the fundamental principles upon which the comprehensive settlement in the

Middle East may be solidly established.

With conviction, perseverance, determination and patience, Egypt calls

upon the representatives of the international community present here to unite

their efforts in supporting a just peace in the Middle East and to take

positive steps to bring about the proper conditions to enable the people of

Palestine to exercise their right to self-determination within the context

of comprehensive peace and permanent justice for all the peoples and nations

of the Middle East.

He appeal to the Palestinian Arab people and the Israeli people to enga~e

in an intensive dialogue with a view to bringing about mutual recognition and

the reciprocal acceptance of their right to enjoy peace, security and mutual

respect.

It is our conviction that the Palestinian people have an overl7helming

desire for peace and reconciliation. It is our conviction that the people of

Israel have an overwhelming desire for peace and reconciliation. Both peoples

have bitterly tasted the scourge of war and aBgression and have borne the

burdens of devastating wars. The time has come for us to offer the future

generations t,he blessings of mutual peace and justice. It is high time for

liberty and justice to be upheld and oppression and aggression to be eradicated.
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History shall judge us by the extent of our success or the extent of

our failure. May God give us guidance.

We are shouldering during this session a historic responsibility. He

have to strive for reconciliation, coexistence and justice. That is the

corner-stone of the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the ~fiddle

East.
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* Mr. Matane (Papua New Guinea), Vice-President, took the Chair.

Mr. SALLAH (Gambia): Mr. President, it is always a pleasure to see you,

a true son of Africa, presiding over the proceedings of this Assembly. You have

contributed much to the maintenance of peace and freedom in Africa .and you

therefore deserve our eternal thanks.

No one aware of the struggles of the Palestinian people in its own homeland

before 1948 and conscious of its problems immediately after the establishment of

the State of Israel can deny the fact that the core of the Arab-Israeli conflict

is not Whether Israel has the right to exist within secure and recognized

boundaries but the undeniable fact that the Palestinian people has been forcefully

ejected from its homeland and denied its inalienable rights to self-determination,

independence and national sovereignty. Four major wars in the Middle East -

in 1948, 1956, 1967 and 1973 - are directly related to the Arab-Israeli conflict

initiated by the establishment of the State of Israel in total disregard of the

rights of the Palestinian people within its territory. This conflict was created

at the time of the initial JewiSh settlement and after the achievement of Israeli

statehood, when Israel refused to allow the return of the Palestinian people to

their homeland after the outbreak of hostilities which had precipitated the mass

exodus of hundreds of thousands of Palestinians in 1948 and after. These events

are a deplorable reminder of the conditions existing in the Middle East as a direct

result of the establishment of the State of Israel.*

The problem in the area does not reside in the existence of the State of

Israel; the problem resides in the methods employed by the Zionists when they

initiated settlements in Palestine. The Zionists were not crowding out "ghosts ll

or "phantoms ll when they initiated their practices of expropriation and

dispossession and the take-over of Arab land. Instead of accepting the fact and

the reality of the existence of the Palestinians, their inalienable right of

residence in the Arab land of Palestine and their corresponding right to the land,

the Zionists unfortunately continue systematically and deliberately to ignore

t.hese facts.
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It is unfortunate that, instead of negotiatin~ viable agreements for

coexistence and the sharing of the land and available resources in the Middle East,

the Zionists, worl~inG on .the premeditated, preconceived rationale of exclusionist

zionism, continue to confiscate land and dispossess, intimidate and kill Palestinians.

This process is so severe that open conflict in the area is bound to continue.

Armed confrontation is inevitable and "'Tar ""ill follm-T. The amazing thing is

how a people, which witnessed and experienced some of the worst atrocities

perpetrated on man~ could in turn practise such cruelty on other human bein~s.

The Palestinians are no different from the JeHs or any other people

when their inalienable riehts are violated. These violations arouse n basic,

primordial response rooted in most human beings,which is elicited for the

protection of their dienity and their property when they are threatened.

Tile liberation struggle of the Palestinian people, "u1ich is decried by Israel

as :lterrorismOl
, is no more than the strugc;le waged by valiant liberation

fighters in Africa and Asia ~~d by other oppressed peoples "Ihen they have found

it necessary to extricate themselves from the effects of tyranny. It is alHays

the sum total of transgressions of the basic human rights of a people that

elicits the type of response they employ. It is the vielT of my deleC;€l.tion

that the Palestinian people is definitely not the aggressor but the victim

of aggression.

The struggle of the Palestinian people should be seen in the context of

their fund~mental right to freedom from aGGression and oppression, the recognition

of their inalienable rights and the opportunity to exercise these rights in the

context of thei~ o~m borders - as a distinct people, a unique viable entity working

in peace and harmony with all in the area of conflict, while all help one another to

design their distinct destiny, like all peoples since the inception of the human race.

In this context, and in the special position of a black African nation

on a continent which has experienced tyranny, slavery, degrndation and death, we

realize the need for the struegle of the Palestinian ~eople for the realization

of their inalienable rights and freedom in the context of an independent

Palestinian State and sovereiG;n domain that ""ould coexist in peace 5 within secure

and recognized boundaries, with all other States in the area including Israel.
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it is because of this cherished dream that ~ delegation joined other like~inded

delegations in placing the case of the Palestinian people before this Assembly.

The presentation of ~ delegation's position on this issue today is not made

as simply another registJ"ation of protest or condemnation. Such protests and

condemnations have alrea.~- been regi~tered by ~ country and many others in the

Assembly and other international f'orums over the years. This presentation is made

because of the overwhelming repetition of various transgressions by Israel against

the Palestinians, despite all the relevant resolutions adop'ted by the United Nations,

the Organization of African Unity, the Islamic Conference and the Non-Aligned

Movement - all of Which, regrettably, rest on their own rocky ground, as a result

of the continued este.bliahment of Israeli settlements and the confiscation of land

in Arab areas, in d:i.:.'ect contravention of United Nations resolutions and in defiance

of international protests. These contraventions make it incumbent upon ~

delegation, as a ~1ember of this world Organization, and as a significant

participant among the foremost defenders of the human rights of our people and

those of others Which this organization represents, to call for the implementation

of the resolutions which the United Nations has already seen fit to adopt.

Enough people have died in the Middle East. Enough land has been destroyed.

Enough indignities have been suffered. Enough evidence, moreover, has been seen

to verity and justity the claims of the victims of the transgressions - the

Palestinian Arabs who live in fear of their lives and in fear of the loss of their

property and livelihood, both within the State of Israel and within the neighbouring

States, and particularly within the illegally occupied Arab lands.

It is the dispersal and the SUffering of millions of Palestinians that

cries out to be ended. It is their dispossessed condition and the lack of

a place to call "home" that demands rectification. It is towards the complete

and total rectification of the plight and condition of the Palestinian people 

the solution of which is the crux of the Middle East problem - that thil~ statement

is directed. It is towards the just resolution of the problem by way of a

comprehensive SOlution, the sole basis on which peace in the Middle East can be

achieved, towards that end that ~ delegation presents its porition on this issue.
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The Gambian delegation~ having considered the report of the

Conunittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,

established in accordance with United Nations General Assembly resolution

3376 (XXX)~ wishes to affirm once more the inalienable right of the Palestinian

people to self~determination~ including the right of return and the ri~ht to

national independence and the establishment of its o'm independent sovereic;n State

in Palestine, in accordance l-rith the United Nations Charter. He also reaffirm

the legitiDlac~ of their struggle and their right to self-determination

uithout any outside interference, in keepinG ,.Tith the principles of the United

Hations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The Gambian delegation views the obstinacy and the continued policy of

occupation and expansion of Israel and its refusal to comply with the principles

of the United ITations Charter and its resolutions as attempts to perpetuate

a deadlock, particularly as Israel is trying to gain time and prolong

its occupation in a bid to create a fait accompli in the hope of gaining

a major edge in negotiations by the reality of established settlements in illegally

occupied Arab land and in the hope of losing less or gaining more 11hen the time

arrives for final negotiations with all the parties concerned.

rW delegation is gravely concerned over the measures introduced by the

Israeli Government to change the status and the character of the Holy City of

Jerusalem. These measures are undoubtedly testimony to Israel's aVOlred determination

forcefully to annex Jerusalem, undermine any search for a fair and just settlement

of the conflict and aggravate the serious situation prevailing in the area.

'llle recent attempts by the Israeli Govermnent to make the Holy City of Jerusalem

its capital reinforce the critical problems which already exist. The Ganillia, as

a member of the Islamic Conference, fully subscribed to the vieu expressed by the

Islanlic Foreign Ministers on the question of Palestine.

~~ delegation considers it in the best interest of peace in the area

to demand the ilnmediate and \mconditional withdrawal of Israel from all Arab land

occupied since 1967. He humbly suggest further that the Security Council consider

the adoption of mandatory measures, under Chapter VII of the Charter, to bring

about the im.mediate implementation of all relevant United Nations resolutions

by Israel.
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MY delegation recognizes the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)

as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, through the

mandate given to it by the Palestine National Council, and plec)aes its

support for the endeavours of that group in the interests of the Palestinian

people. The Gambia congratulates the PLO on its designation as Observer in

the United Nations and also congratulates the United Nations on its recognition of

the special significance of the PLO and its place in the nesotiating process

to ensure the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people.
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On this subject of representation, it is imperative that the Palestinian.

people and their legitimate representative the PLO be involved completely in all

the steps, decisions and actions taken as a result of negotiations pertaining to

them and for the protection of their vital interests, manifested in the

rectoration and preservation of the unimpeded practice of their inalienable

rights.

No"\; only must the Palestinian people and the PLO, together with other

parties in any negotiations, be present a:tand aware of all steps and decisions

in the process, but the procedure and its decisions must meet with the complete

and final approval of the Palestinians and must be seen by them to be in their

best 5.nterests.

The exigencies of the circumstances presented above are clear and the

implications of their continuance are formidable. The expeditious implementation

of resolutions for their immediate rectification is therefore imperative for

the Palestinians, whose condition deteriorates gravely with every delay, and

for the successful maintenance of peace and stability in the Middle East, since

the ramifications of the failure of that peace to survive will affect the

whole world.

The Gambian delegation therefore calls on the General Assembly and the

Security Council, whose duty and responsibility it is to promote and maintain

peace and stability in the world, to strengthen and fortify its resolve in the

execution of its duties by giving prompt attention to the rectification of the

problems recalled in this Assembly. We also call on the Member States of those

bodies and their affiliated organizations, whose votes and decisions make the

United Nations functions operative, "to give due and proper attention to the

Palestinian problem by giving the authorization necessary for the expedien"t

imple~entation of the resolutions of this Assembly.

The immediate enactment of the necessary procedures in this case is

urgent for the proper protection of the aggrieved Palestinian people. Towards

that end, my delegation sees it as incumbent upon the General Assembly and the

Security Council to bring sufficient pressure to bear on the offending party,

to inhibit and prevent further transgression in flagrant contravention of

resolutions already passed, which are germane to this case and pertinent to

the Palestinian cause.
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Finally I wish to express my delegation's appreciation to the nations

participating in the Comndttee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

PalestiniEuJ. .l.)eople, and in particular to its Chairman, the Ambassador of Senegal,

for having called for this emergency special session on the question of

Palestine and for their efforts on behalf of the Palestinian people. It is our

hope that all Members of the United Nations and of other international

organizations, whether governmental or private, as well as individual groups and

nations will, after a more thorough hearing of the case brought before them,

realize the grave need for action for the achievement of a total coreprehensive

solution, so necessary for the complete resolution of the Palestinian problem.

The Gambia is encouraged by the initiative taken by the European Economic

Community (EEC) towards that goal. While we admit that the recent pronouncement

made by the EEC did not go far enough, it was a step in the right direction.

The EEC must be encouraged to continue the search for peace, a fair, just and

lasting I:eace.

Mr. KASIM (Jordan) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. President,

it is my privilege on this occasion when we are assembled in an emergency special

session of the United Nations General Assembly to discuss the question of

Palestine, to express our deep appreciation for efforts that Ambassador Salim

has exerted and continues to exert in supporting the cause of freedom and

justice and in particular the Palestinian cause. Such support is in consonance

with his widely acknowledged standing as a diplomat of great distinction. I am

firmly convinced just as he steered the last regular session ~f the General

Assembly in an exemplary manner, so his conduct of the current session will be

equally outstanding.

It is also my privilege to pay a tribute through him to the great and

friendly people of Tanzania and the peoples of Africa who have consistently

supportp.d right and justice.

I wish also to pay a special tribute to the Secretary-General of the United

Nations, Mr. Waldheim, for his commendable efforts towards implementing the

principles of the United Nations Charter, not to mention his efforts in serving

the cause of peace and security in the world, foremost in which is the

Palectininn cause.
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To His Excellency Falilou Kane, Ambassador of the friendly Republic of

Senegal and Chairman of the CoII'llli.ttee on the Exercise of the Inalienable

Rights of the Palestinian People, and to the members of that Committee we

express our admiration and appreciation for the diligent work they have done

in articulating the rights of the Palestinian people and consolidating those

:I:'ights in the interna.tional arena.

We ar~ assembled here today in an emergency special session to discuss

anew the case which has preoccupied the world for more than 30 years, namely

the question of Palestine.

Jordan is participating in these historic deliberations in a spirit of

maximum recognition and realization of their great gravity and dimensions.

Jordan is also prompted by the most profoUlld commitment to its responsibilities,

because the question pertains to the very pillars of the life and fate of an

entire people - the people of Palestine - which has been afflicted by a

catastrophe almost unparallelled in magnitude and devastation. And "rhereas

the fate of this cause directly affects the Palestinian Arab people, it

likewise has an impact in its repercussions on 'the future of the Arab nations

in all their countries, as it by corollary afft:icts the peace of the world in its

entirety.

I do not intend to present an elaborat€' review of the cause. The q.uestion of

Palestine has become the cause of the world community in its entirety and has

taken up more of the efforts of the General Assembly and of the United Nations

than any other cause in contemporary history. Consequently, the States of the

'World have finally come to comprehend its reality and political, legal and

humanitarian dimensions. That has been achieved as the waves of

illusion and distortion peroistently disseminated by Israel in its

relp.ntless efforts to falsi~ the historical realities before world public

opinion have receded.

The people of Palestine, the Arab nation and all friendly countries and

upholders of right and justice everywhere haVe all succeeded in uncovering

Israeli distortions and presenting to the world the reality of Israel as an

expansionist, racist State, as is exemplified by its continued occupation of

territory and its refusal to recognize the ler,itimate rights of the Palestinian

people which has been uprooted from its land, and expelled beyond the borders of

its national horr.eland. The result has been its vivisection, as the people has

been divided into the uprooted, the refugees, the oppressed and the victims of
occupation.
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The destruction of homes a the planting of colonies to absorb the Jewish

immigrants from all corners of the globe a the seizure of all natural resources,

the deprivation of the inhabitants of their means of livelihood, the

alteration of the geographical and demographic character of the Arab lands and

the liquidation of their national leadership; all those acts and others are but

an expression of the official policy which Israel is perpetrating on a daily

basis.

The world has also come to realize the intensity of Israel's insistence

on implementing its designs to Judaize the Holy City of Jerusalem and annex

it to its racist expansionist entity, through its persistence in adopting legal

measures with the aim of making Jerusalem the eternal capital of Israel.
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The silSht of Jerusalem today is both sad and painful to all those in

the world who believe in God. The Holy Places, with their unique spiritual and

historical character. have now become victims of the plans of emasculation,

alteration and destruction and, in particular, of the results of the dip;ginp-s

which are being carried out in and adjacent to the holy sanc+~~rv of the

Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Haqf historic buildings which surrc·.:.nd it.

All those reprehensible acts are beinp- carried out "inth the full cognizance

of the world and notwithstandinp, condemnation of that policy by the various

o!"q;ans of the United Nations, particuJarly by the Security Council in its

numerous resolutions, the last being resolution 476 (1980).
A quick glance at the map of the region reveals to us in full clarity

the vast difference between what the United Nations had accepted as the

borders of Israel, in accordance with resolution 181 (11) of 29 November 1947,

and what Israel has seized up to now by devouring the '"Thole of the territories of

Palestine in addition to parts of territorites which belong to other Arab States~

thus violating the United Nations Charter and its resolutions. The Cha.rter and

those resolutions had made Israel's admission to membership of the United Nations

conditional upon Israel's commitment to implementing resolutions 181 (11) of

1947 and 194 (Ill) of 1948. Israel continues to plan for the occupation of

additional Arab territories as it persists in daily attacks a~ainst Lebanon,

thereby compelling the inhabitants to move from the south to the north, destroyinp,

their means of livelihood and thus addinp- to the list of its victims a substantial

number of children, women and other peace·-loving inhabitants of south Lebanon.

The States of the world have once and for all realized the falsehood of

the fictitious theory of security which Israel has used and continues to use

as a cover to commit additional aggression and expansion for the establishment of

conglomerates of settlements·in all paI'ts of the occupied Arab lands.

This is being done at a time when it has beccme crystal clea.~ that Israel's

concept of security, as claimed, does not mean anythinp: other than additional

occupation and expansion. It is incompatible "inth the concept of a .1ust and

comprehensive peace Which, if established, can only come about "id-thin the framework

approved b3 all conventions and international la\(.
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Israel's continued policy of implementing this strange concept of

security poses a threat to the peace of the entire region and compels us

to assert that it is the Arab States that are in need of security and a just

and comprehensive peace.

Jordan was one of the first sta.tes to shoulder the ccnsequences of

the weight of Israeli aggression throuah a historical interre1ationshi~ and

national con:mitment to this cause. As a result of its faith in this

commitment, it devolved upon Jordan to bear those consequences and~

notwithstanding its limited resources, to share with the Palestinians the

heavy burden of this tragedy which befell the Palestinian people after the forces of

em;ression had compelled them to leave their national hon:e1and. This situation has

also· inflicted a deep wound on every Jordanian citizen and makes this case his

cardinal ca.use.

Jordan, moreover, was not secure from the wars Israel launched

throughout the period following its establishment, in. partiCUlar

the aggression of 1961, from which spoils accrued to I3ra~1 as a result

of its forcible occupation of Arab lands in total Jisregard of

the United Nations resolutions which had ordered its total withdrawal from

the lands it occupied in 1961.

Jordan has asserted its position on a just peace on every available

occasion. That position is based upon the following unalterable and clear

cut prerequisites: the total withdra~"a1 of all Israeli forces from all the

territories which they have occupied; and enabling the Palestinian people to

exe~cise their legitimate rights, inclUding the right to self-determination

and sovereignty over·their national soil, under the leadership of the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO), the sole 1egitirrate representative of the

Palestinian people.

This position was conso1diatcd by Arab unanimity at the "rinth Arab .

Summit Conference held in Baghdad in 1918 and the Tenth Arab Summit Conference

held in Tunis in 1919. The two Summit Conferences spelled out specifically

the basis of a just, comprehensive and acceptable peace and of a

solution of the problem based upon the principles and foundations contained

in resolutions adopted by the United Nations, in order that those principles

and foundations might 'be adhered to in any international move to
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find a peaceful political settlement to the problem. Those principles'
contain the following elements: first, a guarantee of total Israeli withdrawal

from all the Arab lands occupied in 1961; secondly, the return of Arab

Jerusalem to Arab sovereignty; and thirdly, recor,nition of the legitimate

rights of the Palestinian people, including their right to return to their

homeland and their right to self-determination in full freedom on their

national soil.

The resolutions adopted by the ,Sixth Summit Conference of the Non-Aligned

States held in Havana, the Conferences of the Foreign Ministers of the Islamic

States. the latest of lrhich was held in .'\mnan, and the latest Summit Conference

of the Organization of African Unity held in Freetown concurred in

endorsing that position.

The Assembly is fully aware of the fact that since 1961 Israel has occupied

extensive Arab territories and the Palestinif.%l hon:eland in its entirety. At tirat
the leadership of Israel had alleged that it \-Tas willing to withdraw

within the frame~ork of a comprehensive settlement, which would ensure

security and peace.

Today, it has become conclusively clear to all that the Israeli leadership

does not intend to withdraw from the occupied territories. Hor d.oes it intend

to restore to the Palestinian people their occupied territories, in order for them

to be able to exercise their inalienable right to self-determination and the

setting up of their naticr.al free entity en their national soil.
Israel has planted the occupied territories with settlements and

continues to do so. It has annexed the economy of the occuPied territories

to its own economy and and persists in thnt ~olicy. It has intensified its
policies and practices of altering the natural, material, demo~aphic and

cultural legacy of the occupied land. The changes have been comprehensive

and deep-rooted, in full view of the citizens of the occupied lands and

the whole world.

This Israeli leadership has dug up from the dustpans of ancient times

legendary claims to the permanent possession of those lands. In addition,

experience has taught us that the thrust of the thought and action of the

successive Israeli Governments has been one and the same, immutable and

uualterable •
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Holy und beloved Je~usalem which has fallen into captivity is sUfferin~

from E:1!lasculation every dcy. The stea.dfast nnd €nduring lmTful
inhabitants are exposed every day to pressure, psychological warfare) economic

strangulation and terrorism, with a view to forcing them to leave their

city or surrender and to forfeit their national and hi~tory-laden identity.

Arab Jerusalem, which is inextricably linked to the history, reli~ion and

civilization of our hallowed land over countless centuries, is losing its

identity todfty under the hammer of Israeli annexation. It is as though the

Israeli occupation authorities were determined to erase fro!'1 the ~...orld' s

conscience the history of tens of centuries, the legacy as well as the

spiritual, cultural and ethical norms and testimonies.

How can a just peace and coexistence a~on~ the ~eoples of the re~ion of

tl1e Hiddle East be established, p-iven such conditions? How can peace find

its way between an occupyin~ Fower, which rejects n dialo~ue a~on~ e~uals, and

the conquered peoples aroilnd it? P.'O~·T can Isra.el achieve what it alle~es before

the world it desires to achieve in security, peace and tranquillity, if it

does not chanee its view of the world surrounding it and its manner of

dealing lvith that world?

The Arab nation and the peace-loving peoples stand solidly with the

Palestinian people in their right to national consolidation, self-determination

und the establishment of their free and national entity. They also stand

vith them in support of their right to return to their homeland. These

nations cannot conceive of any possible just solution without total Israeli

withdrawal fr~n all the occupied Arab territories and the exercise by the

Palestinian Arab people of their right to self_determination, under the

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization, as their sole le~itiMate

representative.
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It was ther~fore deeply painful when the Egyptian leadership of Arab

I!:aYP.t cut itself off from the Arab bod.v poli·tic by placing itself in the

position of accepting a partial and amputated settlement with an occupyins

Israel throur,h the si~ningof the Camp David accords and the separate

peace treaty~ "rhich i~nored the core of the problem and abandoned established

and clear-cut Palestinian rights and also overlooked the well-known principal

components of any comprehensive and reasonable solution _. namely, total

uithdra"ral, self-cletermination, preservation of the unity of Arab ri~hts,

and the integrity of the principles upon which a just peace might be built in

the recion.

The Camp David accords save Israel a cover beneath which it was ~ble

to continue to consolidate its occupation of tl-:.e Arab lancls and to alter their

cultural and Geographical characteristics and to accelerate the construction of

settlements, depriving the inhabitants of their most eleLlental rights

sanctified by international norms and conventions. The whole ,·rorld has come

to realize the failure of the separate Camp David accords to achieve a just

and comprehensive settlement of the problem.

It has become incumbent upon the United States ~. which gives unconditional

support to Israel 'at. the expense of lec;itimate Arab rights and at the expense

of its Olm vital interests in the re3ion~as a super-Pouer upon Which e

comnitment to world peace and security devolves - to reconsider its position

so that it may cease to alien itself with the aecressor and occupying pa~ty and

stop providing it lTith all means of support - armaments and financial and

political support.

Jordan I s faith in the role of the United roTations in solvine; the problem

remains firm and continuing in spite of the passage of more than 30 years

since the start of this tragedy and in spite of the obstacles that have

confronted the United Nations in implementing its resolution because or Israel

and th(: States that support it and only encourage it to perpetrate

additional and most serious viOlations.

"!e are fully confident that the overwhelming majority of Member States

are supportive of the Arab rights. That came out clearly in the evolution of

the European position as a.rticulated in the El1ropean declaration, which lre regard
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as a positive step. It is our hope that i;h3:t position will evolve to the point

where it will support the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. It is

also to be hoped that it will be able to influence the positions of other States,

and particularly that of the United States, so that the latter will stop its

support for Israel and thus be able to contribute to a just and lasting solution,

which must be based upon basic and clear-cut principles. We know of no more

efficacious and clear-cut principles than those enshrined in the resolutions

of the United Nations. It is for the international community to endorse and

to implement tho~a principles.

The Arab States would be ready to consider the various proposals

concerning the mechanisms of work towards solving the problem so long as they

contain a commitment to total withdrawal and tackle the Palestinian question

on a just and correct basis. We wish once more to assert our conviction that

the United Nations, with its principles and resolutions, is the natural framework

within which to realize the hoped-for comprehensive peace.

We are today facing an opportunity more propitious than any earlier

opportunity to acideve a just peace. ~ve should not lose such an opportunity

because of complacency on the part of the super-Powers, which have the

responsibility to preserve and defend peace, and Israeli intransigence and

defiance of the international will in its violations of human rights and its

persistence in its dreams of hegemony, expansion and reliance on the arrogance

of power.

The convening of this emergency special session is proof of the importance

that the international community attaches to the Palestinian cause, which has

become the cause of the world in its entirety.

Our Arab peoples, inclUding the people of Palestine, are hand in hand with

all the peoples of the world in the battle for freedom, peace and justice.

If the Palestine problem was born in the United Nations, there is no

organization better equipped to provide a humane and just solution of it.

Mr. AL-THANI (Q,atar) (interpretation from Arabic): The Palestine

problem is of crucial importance to this Assembly. The convening of the Assembly

in emergency session is further testimony to the special significance of the

Palestine problem. The whole world is well aware that the Palestine question is the

central cause of the Arab homeland and constitutes the core of the ccnflict in

the Middle East. That conflict not only poses a threat to the peace and security
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of the Middle EaGt region but also poses a dire threat to the peace and security

of the entire world. In holding this emeraency special session ~he General

Assembly is facina up to its historic responsibility to the entire world.

The General Assembly has since 1947 been a partner in the events

relating to Palestine. Furthemore, the Palestine problem invoJ;1Tes all the

values, principles and objectives upon which the United N,..~tions and its Charter

"1ere founded and incorporates all those factors and considerations that give

rise to the problems of mankind in our modern aGe.

The United Hations is based on the principle that every nation has the

I'icht to determine its destin:r~ to be independent and to enjoy sovereignty;

~ut the Palestinian people is still deprived not only of its right to

self ·determination, independence and smrereignty but also of the fundamental

human rights acknowledged in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The United Nations strictly opposes colonialism; but the Palestinian

people is suffering from the worst kind of settler colonialism aimed at evicting

the Palestinian people from its land. The United Nations conde~s racial

discrimination and endeavours to put an end to all forms of racial discrimination:

but the Palestinian people is still suffering from ~partheid and racial

discrimination. The United Nations condemns heGemony; but the Palestinian peo:r!le

is the victim of the worst form of heGemony and exploitation. The United

!'lations condemns t.he acqui~ition of land by force; but Israeli forces

still occup~r Arab larlds by force. The United Nations is based on the principle

of non··interferel~ce in the internal affairs of other nations and the peaceful

solution of international disputes; but Israel is increasingly interferinG in

the internal affairs of neighbourinG countries and is constantly strivinz to

im90se its policies on the area by force. The United Rations is based on the

principle of non-exploitation of other countries' "Tealth and natural resources;

but Israel is still exploiting the ,·realth of the Palestinian people and

plunderinG its natural resources.

Since 1974 the General Assembly has been taking effective steps towards

findinG an equitable solution to the Palestine problem. Thus it ~dopted its

historic resolution 3236 (XXIX) and it established the Committe~ on the Exercise

of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People on the basis of

resolution 3376 (XXX).
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Since its thirty-first session the General Assembly has supported the

recommendations of that Committee aimed at enabling the Palestinian people

to exercise its inalienable riGhts. tIDreover~ the General Assembly has in

subsequent resolutions called upon the Security Council ureently to consider

those reconnnendations and to adopt a decisi~n on them.

In spite of the fact that those recommendations put forward specific

practical proposnls for the solution of the Palestine problem, and even thour.h

those recommendations have been before the Security Council since 1976, the

Security Council has so far failed to take any positive action on them because

of the negative attitude of one of the permanent members of the Council.

The attitude of that great P01-Ter is cause for deep regret and grave anxiety,

and it does not accord ~nth its special responsibilities regardin~ world security

and peace. Those recommendations are a summary of the international consensus

reached in regard to the Palestine problem, which is~ as I have already stated~

the core of tl:c conflict in the Middle East. The dan~er that this problem

constitutes for the peace and security of the world is not merely hypothetical;

it is predicated on tangible facts.
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The whole world has come to realize th~G no comprehensive and permanent

solution for the Hiddle East crisis can be envinaged "Tithout an equitable

solution of the Palestine problem based on the Palestinian people's ri~ht to

self-determination~ their right to return to their homeland and their right to

national independence under the leadership of the pf1J estine Liberation

Ore;ani7.A.tion, wh:i.chis thejr sole legitil~at0 representative. 'Dw Arab .Torld is

proudly noting the international ccmmunity's increased understanding of Hnrl

enhanced support for the Just Palestinian cause. The Arabs

cannot forget any fair and noble stance regarding their cause and they will

never forget the noble attitude of President Hoodr01'T Hilson "Tho, in 1919,

called for the independence of all the Arab nati,ons and I1ho ,.,as one of the

most prominent pioneerinc; leaclers "Tho strove for the formation of this

international Organization in order to protect the interests of the peoples

of the '·Torld.

The United Nations is the natural frame'vork "ithin l1hich a peaceful,

equitable solution of the Palestinian problem can be "Torked out, in vie" of

the fact that United Nations resolutions provide the best means towards such

a solution. The Camp David agreements, I1hich are rejected by the Palestinians

and the Arabs in particular, and the rest of the world in general, are not

the proper alternative for a Just solution. The proper alternative was offered

by this Assembly when it adopted resolution 323G (XXIX). The implementation

of that and other United Nations resolutions 110uld have provided the

equitable solution to 'Chis crucial problem. The United States of America

should have persuaded Israel, "Thom it provides ,·rith the means of subsistence

and the means of armed aggression, to conform to those same resolutions.

Those resolutions have been supported by various international conferences

such as the Summit Conference of the non-aligned countries, and those of the

Islamic Conference and the Organization of African Unity, TIle member countries

of the European Common r/Iarl~et took a step for,mrd in June "Then they declared

their support for the right of the Palestiniffil people to self-determination,

mld we are hopeful that those countries, "nlich have special historical

relations ,dth our Arab homeland, "Till pursue their constructive efforts in

order to reach an equitable solution of the Palestine problem.
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The State of Qata.r strongly condemns Israeli practices in the Holy City

of Jerusalem and the other occupied territories. Every day the Zionist

occupation authorities reveal more and more their racist expansionist nature

and,in order to realize their dreams of aggrandizement and expansion, they do

not hesitate to commit the most heinous crimes against the Palestinian

people, en~a3ed in its struggle against occupation.

Those authorities are pursuing their febrile campaign to establish Jewish

settlements on the occupied Arab lands of which the rightful owners have

been stripped. They unleash Fas'·.'lt Zionist gangs in order to terrorize the

inhabitants of the occupied Arab lands, as has happened recently in Ramallah,

Bireh, Al-I01alil and Halhoul. They also ~ive a free hand to the extremist

Zionist gangs to murder or maim the Mayors of the occupied Hest Dank: witness

what they dicl to Bassam Al-Shaka, i.layor of Nablus, and Karim Illialef, Hayor

of namallah.

Those Fascist practices and that vicious campaign of settlement on

occupied Arab lands are, if unchecked, capable of destroying any hope for

establishing peace in the region and could lead it and the world itself to

a catastrophe.

We are calling upon the General Assembly to take all practical measures

in order to put an end to this continued occupation. This emergency session

cannot confine itself merely to stressing the previous resolutions of the

General Assembly, which have already affirmed the inalienable rights of the

Palestinian people to self-determination uithoutforeign intervention, to

national independence and sovereignty and to return to their lands. Those

resolutions have also already emphasized the necessity for immediate

Israeli uithdraual from all occupied Arab lands.

The State of Qatar calls upon the international community to take

every measure necessary in order to implement the resolutions of the General

Assembly regarding Palestine and to authorize the Secretary-General to take

such effective measures as will ensure the immediate and complete withdrawal

of Israeli troops from all occupied Arab l~lds and the achievement of national

independence for the Palestinian people in its homeland, under the

leadership of the Palestine Organization, its sole representative. In case
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Israel should refuse to conform to the resolutions of the General Assembly and

continue to expose the security and peace of the world to danger, the General

Assembly should request the Security Council to take effective measures against

it in accordance with Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations.

The draft resolution submitted to the emergency session constitutes the

minimal requirement to ensure an equitable and peaceftll solution for this critical

problem, which is now being discussed in the Assembly. Therefore my delegation

urges and appeals to the Assembly to adopt it.

In conclusion permit me, on behalf of my delegation, to thank the President,

the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Committee on the Exercise of

the Inalienable Ri3hts of the Palestinian People for the sincere efforts all have

made in the service of the Palestinian cause in particular and of other world

causes in general.

We do hope that the efforts made at this emergency special session will be

crowned with success, so that justice and peace will prevail in Palestine and in

the rest of the world.

Mr. FARAH (Djibouti) (interpretation from French): I should like to

express our pleasure at Ambassador Salim's presidency of this emergency special

session of the General Assembly devoted to the question of Palestine. It is my

firm belief that under his presidency, and given his talents and ability, we shall

be able to achieve positive results in this debate.

'rhirty-three years ago, on 29 Novemb~r 1947, the General Assembly of the

United Nations adopted a resolution on the partition of Palestine, which served

as a pretext for world zionism to attack the Palestinian people.

Never, in ancient or modern hir.>tory, has there been a tragedy of the maenitude

of that suffered by the Palestinian people, expelled from the land that from time

immemorial belonged to its ancestors, arbitrarily doomed to homelessness,

to suffering, to ceaseless occupation and to the loss of its identity, its

heritage and of its place in the world. Despite this terrible situation,

the Palestinian people continues undaunted in its struggle, under the

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization, its sole legitimate

representative. We should like to pay a very sincere tribute to the staunch
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courage of that valiant people which, despite long years of exile and the force

of Zionist weapons, has never lost its sense of nationhood and its devotion to

its homeland, Palestine.

This emergency special session of the General Assembly devoted to the

question of Palestine marks a decisive stage in the search for a just and lasting

peace in the Middle East and is an expression of the will of the States Members of

this Organization forcefully to reaffirm the inalienable rights of the Palestinian

people.

The Camp David agreements and the separate peace treaties between 'Egypt and

Israel have only aggravated the situation in the Middle East, without contributing

anything that could produce the slightest hope for a just and global peace • It is

obvious that those agreements between two parties, concluded under the auspices of

the United States, have only poisoned the situation since they do not take account

of the key to. any solution in that part of the world, namely the right to

self-determination of the Palestinian people.

What is the situation today?

As everybody is aware, we are witnessing an intensification of the racist

and aggressive practices of Israel on all levels, while to date no progress has

been made in the so-called talks, which have in fact bogged down - a telling defeat

for Israel's accomplices. From the outset we condemned those agreements forcefully,

given our firm belief that they did not sufficiently take into account the basis of

the conflict in the Middle East: the question of Palestine.
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lTe r.eiterate that condemnation 'today, because lle believe that the

aareements have in no llay changed. the basic problem or eliminated the
causes of llar. .

As everyone is uell aware, the absence of a solution to the questicn

of Palestine could bring on a nell Israeli-Arab uar and, with it, even a
l,orld conflict. .

In consistenc~r lrith the spirit of the Charter, the United Y.Taticns must

prevent such a trend and produce a just solution to the Palestinian problems.

As ",e knOll, unfortunately, some countries have made it impossible for the

United Nations to talce a noble, effective position. We are met today in this

emergency special session because the body primarily responsible for the

maintenance of international peace and security has been paralysed by the

l'TrOnG:ful use of the veto by the United States. 'That attitude is particularly

inadmissible, inasmuch as the rights of the Palestinian people have been

supported by the international community. .

In the face of this situation in llhich one State opposes the will of

the international community, it is high time that every State cherishinc

justice, peace and freedom adopted a positive attitude towards the

recommendations of the General Assembly as a basis for solution of the

question of Palestine.

The Holy City of Jerusalem has been the object of daily intolerable

violations on the part of the Zionist enemy, encouraged by the super-Pollers,

one of which has contributed to the failure of all attempts at settlinG
the question of Pa.J.estine by suoplyinp, weapons, and ~eneral l.mpl;:ort for the

expansionist policy of the Zionist State as ",ell as valuable economic assistance,

while the other super-Pol·rer has been aidin~ and abettin~ Israel throup,h the

tolerance it displays for the emip,ration of Jews, who are considerably increasing

the human potential and maldng up for the fact that the Zionists are outnumbered.

Zionist provocation has even p:one so far as to ~rcclaim that JerusaleJll shall remain

a united city under Israeli sovereipnty and: the eternal capital of Israel.
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It would be irresponsible for the international community to remain

silent in the face of Israel's policy of creatin~ Je'lish settlements in the

occupied territories, deporting local Arab populations and engaging in nass

detentions. 'The Republic of Djibouti, faithful to its obligations to,mrds

the fraternal people of Palestine, condemns that debasement of the holy

nature of J'erusalem. 'Ue "dsh to stress the need to implement, inter alia,

such relevant decisions as General Assembly resolution 194 (III) and
3236 (XXIX) and Security Council resolution 476 (1930), which resolutions

could ensure peace and stability in that nerve-centre of the world.

He call on all Uember States to work sincerely for the return of that

people to its homeland and for its self-determination and the creation of

a sovereign Palestinian State.

We call upon the United Nations to meet the challenBe posed by Israel's

systematic and deliberate violations of the Or~anization's decisions and

to mobilize all its efforts to implement the aforementioned resolutions.

IIoreover f ,-re appeal to all Hember States of our Orc:;anization to ~ive unanimous

support to the draft resolution that will be before us at this emergency

special session. .

lIre OUHlillOU (I'Tiger) (interpretation from French): The election

of Ambassador Salim of Tanzania as President of the thirty-fourth re~lar

session of the General Assembly of our Organization provided my country

l1ith the opportunity to say~ thro~h our ~!inister for Fcreign Affairs and

Co-,operation, how significant we considered the event and tl') express

our full confidence in his ability to make that session a memorable one,

in terms of fruitful. and successful acccmplishments. I must· say that

he certainl~r did not disappoint us, for the thirty-fourth session

ended in an atI:losphere of general satisfaction and the praise lavished

on him was not just a matter of form, nor was it expressed only by his
friends•.

_ .. _-- -----~--------------------
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That is by way of saying that ~..e have complete confidence in his
ability to preside over the work of this session ~lith the necessary tact and

authority•.

In speakin~ of tact and authority, I am choosing my words carefully,

because our a~enda. is an extremely important one; 1-That is at stake is of

burnin~ relevance. 'Confronted, as ne are, "Tith a situation of almost endemic

crisis in the Middle East, we must strive for peace~ demcnstratin~ courage and

firmness by rejectin~ easy ways out that lead nonhere and harmful complacency.

He must prepare the ground for peace bet"reen Israel and the Palestinians and

restore to the Arab nations the calm and tranquillity to Hhich they aspire.; for

that will enable them at last to ~obilize their resources for the purposes

of construction, rather than 'armament and "..ur.

He must, however, also attempt to identify and pinpoint the problem. He do

not have to go over histor~r or the chronology of events in order to

ShO~'l that Israel's role and attitude in this matter are far from maldn~ things

any easier. '

Indeed, Israel, ~'lhose existence was challf':n~ed from the outset by the

Arab nations even though it was desired and imi~~ed by the United Nations,

was not content simply to be part of and to appear in the concert of nations:

it has taken advantage of the lack of agreement among its neighbours and

of the ensuing wars in order to win solid ,allies 9 gain poner in the field of

armaments and acquire territory greatly in excess of its accepted boundaries.
Unfortunately, it is those alliances, \lhich are still strong, that

constantly increasing po"er and that policy of ~rabbing other people's land

that are nO~-1 complicating the situation in the Middle East, because they

encourage Israel in the most absurd and most audacious attitudes - to such an

extent that the Security Council finds itself cn tl:e sidelines, r,,"cuced to

impotence, despite its tireless and repeated efforts and despite its desire to do

the best it can in accordance with its authority and its thankless

responsibilities; to such an extent also that, althou~h the international

community. He represent has joined to express its forceful condemnation, it has

so far been in vain: Israel remains firm as a rock and is imperturbably ccmmitting

one blunder and'provocation after another.
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Let us just look at what was happening before this meeting began. The

Security Council was seized of the question of Jewish settlements in occupied

Arab territories and even in traditionally Arab cities, where a policy of open

JUdaization and a feverish attempt to impoverish the indigenous population ended

by driving many of them out. Israel then turned to Lecanon~ pursuing Palestinian

patriots, and then it went on to deal with Palestinian individuals and persons of

note, in particular the Mayors of IChalil and Halhoul, who had been arrested before

they were illegally stripped of their offices and treacherously expelled.

On each occasion relevant resolutions were adopted' each time Israel was called

upon to conform with international law' and the United Nations Charter. And yet

the will of Israel still prevails, and all that has authority now is what Be3in

wants, what the Knesset approves or the Government in Tel Aviv orders. Moreover,

the Knesset is now proceeding further to desecrate JerusaJ.em, trying to make that

city the capital of the Hebrew State alone, despite strong protests from the

Arab, Moslem and Christian world.

And yet these events, which in themselves are sufficiently explosive, now

seem not so fundamental and basic as the reason that has brought us here tosether

today. There is a saying that those who are the most powerful can do least. But

what are we to think about somebody who refuses to face facts, who refuses to do

anything, who refuses to listen to anything?

In deciding to convene this emergency special session, the United Nations is

only now agreeing to tackle what is at the core of the Middle East problem. This

is our opportunity to oblige Israel to say whether it still respects our Charter

or whether, while still remaining here among us, it has instead chosen to act in

isolation and by itself. This is our opportunity to prove to the world whether

the principle of the self-determination of peoples and their right to have a

homeland and to organize their life there freely apply to everybody or whether

there are still some people who can be deprived of those rights.

In any event, the world has now fully realized that there is undeniably a

people, the Palestinian people, that is wandering from one country to another,

that every day is frustrated, trampled on and humiliated, simply because another

people, the Jewish people, to which it was decided one day that justice must be

done. c1ecided that the justice was exclusively for their own benefit.

----- ---------------------------""
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So many people today feel that the United Nations is responsible for the

situation that has Lleveloped because that situation still nrevails even

though~ in the viev of the great majority throughout the world, the till:,:: has

come to remedy this injustice and because it can still be remedied.

On 22 July, mnbassador Falilou Kane of Sene~~l. the Chairman of the

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,

the first speaker at this session, stated clearly vhat the issue was and "1ho

i'laS responsible. He spoke at length about the regrettable 'l)ouerlessness of

the Security .Cow1cil as a result of the unfavourable attitude of one of the

permanent members and its decisive use of the right of veto to block any resolution

recognizing the right of the Palestinians to self-determination and sovereignty.

Since that COIl".mittee "TaS established by the General Assembly it has ahrays

been objective, open and available. It has endeavoured to discharge its mandate

and to get the parties involved, inclUding Israel) to reach agreement on at least

a minimum that ''1Ould )11eet the new preoccunations of the international

community. Proof of this is that the General Assembly approved the

recommendations made by the Committee, and their implementation has been

delayed only because of the ,.,ait··and-see attitude of the Securit;y Council.

In Niger we have never endorsed ,,0.1' and we will never advocate the use of

force to settle disputes. He respect man, and we feel that everything possible

must be done to ensure that man can develop fully to ensure his Oim

well··being. He have so many common enemies to fight in the form of disease,

poverty, hunger, thirst, illiteracy and intolerance that we can never do enough

to ensure union, mutual assistance and a spirit of invention to overcome these

ills that plague us all.

This is iVhy on this matter of the Middle East we have alw'ays advocated

dialo~ue; dialogue bet,.,een the parties~ dialogue through the organizations that

"Tork for the maintenance of peace ~ dialogue through the United Nations.

This is also why, after having strongly condemned the excesses and

insatiable arrogance of Israel~ we nevertheless constantly appeal to our

Arab and Palestinian brothers, urging them to adopt attitudes of conciliation

that iVould certainly in no ,.,ay affect the lev.itimacy before history of their cause

and fight, but that vould instead have the merit of bringing about peace iVith
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honour, harmony and lucidity. If the peace we are seeking in the Middle East is

to be lasting and fruitful, it must be based on realism as 1vell as on justice ~

on rights as well as on overcoming bitterness and instincts. It must avoid

hatred~ create trust and promote mutual assistance and co-operation.

But in the present circumstances, it must be based, first of all~ on a

number of preconditions~ because otherwise the nrocess will be blocked for ever

and ever. These preconditions have been stated in many resolutions here and

elsewhere. They include, inter alia, the inadmissibility of the occupation

of territory by force and call for Israel is unconditional withdra1val from all

occupied Arab lands~ a halt to the repeated desecration of the Holy City of

Jerusalem and the re-establishment of the international status of that city

making it a corpus separatum, as is, indeed, the desire of !foslems, Christians

and the overwhelming majority of the international community. These preconditions

and principles also include the right of the Palestinian refugees to return

freely to their land and to organize their fatherland. They include reco[nition

of the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and independence.

They also include the establishment of peace talks between the parties to the

conflict, talks in 1vhich the Palestine Liberation Organization as the legitimate

and authentic representative of the Palestinian people 1-!Ould be involved vhich

implies - and let us be quite clear about this - that Israel must clearly

recognize the Palestine Liberation Organization, 1vhich in turn must clearly

recognize Israel.

The European initiative taken at the Venice Summit, although rather incomplete

in so far as concerns the full aad complete restoration of the rights of the

Palestinian people, nevertheless constitutes a valuable contribution to the

advent of peace in the !'·Iiddle East. He should therefore uelcome and encourage

that initiative. There is no doubt that, thanks to it, a new dynamic will develop

in our approach to the problem and soon justice and equity will triuI'luh.

The resolution that will be the result of our work will certainly not put

an end to the difficult situation in the Middle East tomorrow. However, the

reputation of our Organization as a serious and authoritative body "Till be enhanced

if we ensure that Israel does not simply make of our resolution a dOCUTIlent that

gathers dust in the archives.
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The PRESIDENT: I ,·,ish to announce that two draft resolutions have been

submitted and shoulcl. be available in about half an hour.

The meeting rose at 7.10 p.m.




